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WEBWATCH
According to Mark Graham, Associate Professor
in Accounting at the University of Cape Town,
typical reasons for business failure include:
Insufficient start-up funding, incorrect pricing
for products or services, growing too quickly
or prematurely, and inadequate cash flow.
Interestingly, he says that most of these issues
can be addressed through a proper understanding
of financial and accounting principles and
concepts; “they are really just a language that
uses numbers to tell a story about a business”, he
says. “Concepts like profit and cash flow are basic
to business; however, people are often surprised
to find that while a business can be extremely
profitable, there may be a cash flow problem that
will soon bring it to its knees.” On p30 we delve
into the topic of budgeting for your SME, along
with some tips from business owners. I found the fact that their responses
were so varied interesting – there really are a lot of practical things you can do
to improve the financial side of things; and knowing some of these tactics will
certainly empower you to take action.

What's on
www.bizmag.co.za?

TIPS AND INSIGHT FOR YOUR BIZ
Marketing, management, technology,
funding or franchising – we've got it
covered across a range of articles.

Speaking of empowered, it’s August, and time to turn the spotlight on the many
motivated, bold women out there who are building great businesses. We chat
to just five of them from p18 and hope their stories inspire you as much as
they did us. And, if your target market is mostly female, get some tips on p14
on marketing to this “tribe” – author Amantle tells us it’s all about honesty,
representation and authenticity.
As always we have a host of other articles spanning the various aspects of
managing your SME – from building your brand from the inside out (p52) and
subsequently designing your corporate identity (p54) through to getting the
insurance you need (p40) and preparing for disaster recovery (p66); we trust
you’ll take away some fresh insights.
And of course, if you’re looking to start up in business, we highlight a number of
hot opportunities, honing in on the retail and auto sector in particular.

BUSINESS AND FRANCHISE
OPPORTUNITIES
Find your perfect investment through
our ever-growing and regularly-revised
directory of options for you to become
your own boss.
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START-UP PROGRAMME
seeks financial services
entrepreneurs

AlphaCode, an incubation, acceleration and investment vehicle for
early-stage financial services businesses, powered by Rand Merchant
Investment Holding (RMI) is looking for businesses or ideas that
could change the face of financial services.
The AlphaCode Incubate programme is looking for high
potential, innovative entrepreneurs to boost the development of
fintech and financial services in South Africa. Sixteen businesses
will be invited to pitch for eight places on the programme.
The final eight businesses will complete a customised twelvemonth programme and will benefit from an entrepreneurial
package worth R2-million each. The package consists of
R1-million in grant funding, R1-million worth of support,
including mentorship, monthly expert-led sessions, exclusive
office space in Sandton, marketing, legal and other business

The Creative Business
Cup challenge is back
Entries are open for the second annual South African Creative
Business Cup, a challenge in which creatives can pitch to win
bragging rights, exhibition space, and a chance to compete
against the top creative businesses of the world.
The Creative Business Cup
is a global challenge open
to entrepreneurs working in
all creative fields, allowing
anyone from performers and
chefs to designers, architects
and fine artists to showcase
and grow their businesses.
The first South African Creative Business Cup challenge was
launched at the Small Business Expo in Johannesburg last
year, attracting over 100 qualifying entries.
“The challenge helps counter the common misconception
among many creatives that their endeavours are not ‘real
businesses’, even though their work contributes around
R90-billion to the economy each year,” says Mvuyo Nqulana,
a co-founder of Creative Enterprises Hub.
Ten finalists will win exhibition space at the Small Business
Expo, where they will also undergo a course in key business
skills such as marketing, financial management and sales,
to help fast track their business growth. After a pitching
round, the Creative Business Cup challenge winner will be
announced, who will then go on to compete against the
winners from 60 other countries at the Creative Business Cup
world finals in Denmark in November.
For more info: www.CreativeBusinessCup.co.za.
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Previous winning teams
support services as well as access to RMI’s networks.
The first round of applications close on August 31, 2018, and
the programme will begin on November 1, 2018.
Apply at www.alphacodeincubate.club.

6 new banks launching in SA
- good news for SMEs?
South Africa is expected to see at
least six new banks and banking
services launch in the coming
months.
Discovery, which has offered
financial services through
FNB for a number of years, is
preparing to launch its own
full-service bank offering,
with Group CEO Adrian Gore
announcing that they’re on
track for 2018. Post Bank, run by the Post Office, already
provides savings accounts and allows for fixed-term
deposits and simple transactions, but plans to get a banking
licence in order to hold a more developmental role in the
financial services industry. African Bank has steadily built
up its deposits and is gearing itself towards again offering a
transactional banking account, called the My World account.
Australian bank Tyme Digital has been operating in South
Africa with a money transfer service, and plans to launch
a full banking service targeting retail customers and SMEs
within the low to middle income class. Then there’s Bank
Zero, a mutual bank co-founded by former FNB CEO Michael
Jordaan, which will operate as a mutual savings bank, owned
by members who subscribe to a common fund, and not
a retail bank, which is generally owned by shareholders.
Lastly, there is the niche Young Women in Business Network
Cooperative Financial Institution (YWBN), a women-led bank
which currently operates on a stokvel model of co-operative
banking, but is building itself up to become a fully-fledged,
registered co-operative bank. The impact of these new
institutions on funding for entrepreneurs? Guess we’ll have
to just watch this space...
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Eight quick fixes

to improve your small business
Improving your business and boosting
your bottom line does not always require
a dramatic new strategy. Business experts
on the advisory board of the annual
#BuyaBusiness Expo recommend these simple
moves for instant business benefits:
1

GET MODERN BUSINESS TOOLS

NOKWAZI MZOBE, founder and lead consultant
at Matoyana Business Solutions, says creating efficient
systems and processes will
save small businesses money, and more
importantly, make time for them to focus
on what’s really important in the business.
“Stop using Excel or Word doc invoice
templates and invest in systems like Sage,
QuickBooks or SMEasy to make your life
easier,” she says. “Familiarise yourself with
free tools that can add value in different
Nokwazi Mzobe
parts of your business, for example:
Canva – for good designs; WeTransfer
– to send large files; and Google forms – for surveys. If you’re
looking for professional skills, specialist work or part-time
resources, consider using platforms such as recruitmymom.
co.za and upwork.com to find the people you need.”

2

SCRUTINISE YOUR SERVICE

Mzobe adds that businesses need to take a critical look at
their service levels. “Customers expect good quality products
and value for money from everyone. The real differentiator is
service. People remember how they were treated or made to
feel, long after they have used your service or product. Keeping
this in mind, ask yourself: What kind of experience am I creating
for my customers? From the moment the customer clicks onto
your website; sends you a DM on your Instagram business page;
walks into your store; responds to a call from your service
agent or sales rep – how are they made to feel? Map out your
customer experience, from beginning to end, and ensure you
have the right systems and processes that give your customer
superior service and experience.”

3

UPGRADE YOUR WEBSITE FUNCTIONS

MARANG MAREKIMANE, founder of Business
Process Mechanics and managing partner at Lean Business
Platform, suggests improving your website functionality
for long-term business benefits. “For example, to improve
efficiency, businesses can allow clients to book appointments
and make payments via their websites. This saves time, because
there are no back and forth emails, and it puts the client in
control of the invoice and payment.”
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4

DO QUICK AND EASY MARKET RESEARCH

RICK ED, co-founder of the Creative Enterprises Hub, says
the GEM (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor) adult population
survey found that, although 73% of survey respondents see
entrepreneurship as a good career choice, SA has only 2 SMEs
per 1000 people (or 83 943 in total). Worryingly, most start-ups
fail in their first few years. Ed believes one key reason for this
is that people battle to sell their products and services. “Too
many businesses fail to find out if the market actually wants their
product or service, so they could be putting a lot of effort into
producing something the market doesn’t want.”
Ed suggests these quick and easy ways to carry out market
research: Start with existing customers. Ask if they’re happy with
the product, whether they would recommend it to others, and
how it could be improved. Ask what they don’t like about the
products they’re leaving on the shelves.
For a small fee, you can advertise products on a platform like
Facebook. Select a small number of products to advertise
simultaneously, and pay to boost them to your target market. You
may find a great response to some products and no response to
others, giving you a good indication of where to focus your efforts
and which products to discontinue.

5

UPDATE YOUR EMAIL SIGNATURE

York
Zucchi

YORK ZUCCHI of the SME Movement points
out: “Every email you send is an opportunity to
sell. Look at your email signature and decide if
you think that it is doing the job. Most email
signatures are descriptive and usually only about
contact details. Change it to something that
describes the business problem you are solving.
Each signature should be a call to action.”

FEATURED SOLUTION

The
Small Business Expo
and the #BuyaBusiness
Expo take place from
September 6 to 8 at the
TicketPro Dome, JHB.

Advertorial

We answer your
phone, YOUR WAY!

www.SmallBizExpo.
co.za

TAP INTO COMMUNITIES
For easy gains and growth support,
Zucchi also suggests that business owners
collaborate more. “Learn to share with the
wider world what you are working on (e.g.
building a school, running a coffee shop,
transporting people, etc.). The more people
who know what you are working on, the
greater chance there is that they will contact
you to collaborate; as well as be aware of your
track record. Share what you are doing on
Linkedin, Facebook and BOM.”

6

There is an enormous amount of goodwill
out there, with millions of people
and businesses wanting to help SMEs, Zucchi
says. “Tap into it. That doesn’t mean they will
invest/send you money, but it means that
they might have spare resources that you
can tap into – such as work space, storage or
manufacturing. Learn to ask the world when
you need something.”

7

NETWORK

LANGA MANQELE, fintech businessman
and chairman of the Black Management
Forum (BMF) in Gauteng, believes that
information sharing and networking is crucial
for business growth. “Small businesses cannot
be all things to all people – they need to build
networks of trusted suppliers and partners,
allowing them to take on larger projects and
grow. To expand your network, you need
to join industry bodies and attend all the
networking events you can.”

8

SEARCH OUT FREE INFO

CAROL WEAVING, veteran entrepreneur
and MD of Small Business Expo organisers
Reed Exhibitions, says learning wherever
possible helps small business owners stay in
touch with changing trends. Expos and other
events are crucial for this.

If you’ve recently started a business, or are busy starting one,
you may know the dilemma of hearing your phone ring, while
you’re busy with a customer.
You know that you cannot afford to let one new potential business
lead go; but at the same time, your current client needs your undivided
attention. If this situation rings true in any way, or if you are unable
to incur the expenses involved in employing a full-time receptionist,
there are companies that offer professional call answering services for
businesses.
THETHA CONNECT is one such company, and they pride themselves
on being uniquely focused on this niche service. As such, they offer a
customised service to each customer, which can extend beyond taking a
message or transferring calls, to online calendar bookings, call recordings,
customised voice messages and music-on-hold, and much more. “What
sets us apart from other telephone answering service providers is our
passion for what we do. Each of our agents is well versed in the industry
and has a polite and clear telephone manner. Every caller is dealt with
professionally and in a manner that reflects positively on your business,
at all times. Your customers won’t even know that they are dealing with
an external answering service,” says Retha Engelbrecht, Thetha Connect’s
manager. With five years’ experience in this industry, Thetha employs
expertly trained agents who can provide information on your business,
products and services, along with giving directions or confirming
appointments. With this sort of service, there really is no need to hire
permanent staff members to attend to your phones; and you can rest
assured that your business and its incoming calls will be professionally
taken care of.
Thetha Connect’s standard service includes being provided with an
087-number that can be communicated on all your business marketing
material (website, brochures etc). Any number of phones can be diverted
to the 087 number; i.e. Telkom fixed lines, cell phones, Neotel mobile etc.

Thetha Connect is offering all Your Business Magazine readers
a discount on their registration fee! Simply get in touch with
Thetha Connect and mention the month of this issue and page
number. Contact Thetha Connect today on 087 135 0138 or
visit www.thethaconnect.co.za.
YOUR BUSINESS | August-September 2018
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Could you be the pinnacle player
in your industry?
In his new book, What Makes them Great? 50 Ways to Become the
Industry Leader, author and business leader Douglas Kruger argues
that positioning is one of the key determinants of income and
success. He chatted to us about what exactly this means, and gives
some tips on becoming “the Branson of business, the Clarkson of
cars, or the Schwarzenegger of bodybuilding”; in other words, the
iconic industry leader in what you do...
According to Kruger, four
specific things change
when you are perceived
as the top name in your
field: The media and deals
start coming to you, rather
than the other way around,
which creates a positive
feedback loop that
continually elevates your career; you are remunerated on a higher
level for the same amount of work, because the intrinsic value of
your name increases; you can experience the satisfaction of being
perceived as a thought leader within your space; and you begin
to enjoy privileged access. When you are Stephen King, you don’t
have to jump through all the customary publishing hoops; they
are instantly removed.

earns more qualified contemporaries by an order of magnitude,
based on her use of other principles. What true industry icons
(the Nigellas, Oprahs and Musks) have, Kruger proposes, is an
intersection of three qualities: Knowledge, personality, and
publicity.

So, how do you get there?

4. Force them to constantly

Having spent over a decade studying what specific approaches
and philosophies differentiate top players within any industry,
Kruger explains that an expert is by no means simply the most
qualified person. Take Nigella Lawson, for example, who may not
be the most technically qualified chef on earth, but who out-

“I like to phrase it this way,” Kruger says. “If you have all the
knowledge, but no personality, you are merely a specialist.
If you have all the personality, but no knowledge, you are a
Kardashian.” In his book, he provides 50 practical ways to
become the top name in your field by design.

Five of these include:

1. Stop benchmarking locally.
2. Don’t be the cheapest option.
3. Give away your best ideas
for free.

recalibrate their perceptions
of you.

5. Display disproportionate
excellence where it isn’t
usually expected.

WIN

To stand a chance of
winning a copy of Douglas
Kruger’s new book, simply email

competitions@bizmag.co.za
with What Makes them Great
in the subject
line.

ALSO ON OUR BOOKSHELF
DO. FAIL. LEARN.
REPEAT.
By Nic Haralambous

In his business
autobiography, Haralambous
discusses the truth about
the last 15 years of his
entrepreneurial journey.
While there is advice all over about the rules
for success, he says, no one talks about how
difficult and lonely it is to build a business.
He decided to write this book about his
failures so that entrepreneurs around the
world can begin to understand that it is not
always glamorous, easy or fun. A must-read
for anybody looking to take the leap into the
start-up world.

TRIBE OF MENTORS
By Tim Ferriss
Tim Ferriss, the #1 New
York Times best-selling
author of The 4-Hour
Workweek, shares this
business book as the
culmination of everything he has worked
on over the past decade. This 600+
page compilation of tools, tactics and
habits from over 130 of the world’s top
performers tackles a wide range of topics
and pulls insights and advice from iconic
entrepreneurs to elite athletes, from
artists to billionaire investors.
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THE MOTIVATION
MYTH: How High
Achievers Really Set
Themselves Up to Win
By Jeff Haden

Coming from Inc.com’s
most popular columnist, Jeff
Haden, this book argues that motivation
isn’t a magical formula that we need at the
outset of any major change, challenge or
endeavour. Rather, motivation is a result of
process, not a cause. If you’ve ever felt let
down by self-help books and “proven”
success strategies that have failed, then this
business book is a must-read that’ll bring
you practical advice to stop stalling and
start actually working on your dreams.

*See p65 and IBC for more opportunities

CELEBR ATING WOMEN’S MONTH

Marketing to

FEMALE TRIBES
Authenticity is queen when it comes to marketing to women successfully....
Women are on the rise; growing in
importance in terms of market influence
and buying power. Brands are attempting
to lure this market in by attaching the tags
“female”, “girl” or “women” onto all their
campaigns. But how sincere are these
efforts?
Business owners that target a female
audience must understand that it now
takes a village of bold, vocal women who
share similar values and beliefs to help
position your company. And, you need
to be clear that this is your target market
because consumers will keep digging to
make sure that you are being genuine.

WHAT WOMEN WANT
With this in mind, marketers should
be clear about the value they have to
offer for the specific women that they
are targeting. Don’t generalise and
make assumptions about your market,
otherwise you’ll be torn apart on Twitter
and your reputation will be on the line.
Spend less time crafting the best tag line,
and more time on actual activities that
build on your value proposition.
Women want personalised experiences,
authenticity and representation. They’ve
got the t-shirts – adorned with bold

Women want
personalised
experiences,
authenticity and

Amantle Mokubung

representation.
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one-liners – and want to establish
relationships with inspiring brands that
speak to who they are, make room for
honest engagements and are prepared to
collaborate.
I have been part of an ongoing discussion
around developing a sustainable sanitary
pad drive for rural schoolgirls, particularly
for those who skip school every month.
The idea was sparked by the realisation
that black women are largely loyal to
multiple brands that are housed by one
multinational/giant consumer goods
company. But, what if they or another
brand started donating a portion of

Women have always been
part of the solution; and now
they want to achieve real
results by collaborating with
brands with hearts.

the purchase price of their products
to ensure rural schoolgirls received
pads? My money would then directly
contribute towards a cause that is
close to my heart and impacts those
that come after me in my community.
The challenge is great but the impact
could be massive, and this programme
could ensure that this is managed in a
sustainable way.

the design of corporate identities for
female-led businesses, and hosted an
all-women event for entrepreneurs
and corporate leaders for them to
connect and inspire one another. For
Women’s Month, the brand will launch
the #IAmChallenge, which seeks to
encourage and instil self-esteem in
women through positive affirmations.

EXPERIENCE IS CHIEF

So what does all this mean for your
marketing strategy? Simply directing
funds towards a CSI initiative is no
longer enough. You need to speak to
the heart. Purpose-driven actions are
everything. Go beyond just aligning
your CSI objectives with your company
values Side note: It’s time to do away
with the wordy “mission and vision”;
keep it real and simple.

I’ve followed entrepreneur Gugu
Nkabinde, founder of Gugu Intimates,
closely over the last few months. I find
it refreshing that she has chosen to
feature her customers wearing her skincoloured underwear range in some of
her marketing campaigns and has also
had them share their personal stories.
This strongly reiterates the brand’s
essence of promoting self-knowledge,
individuality, body confidence and
authentic representation. The amount
of work that goes into setting up
this type of photoshoot – with a size
measurement service and on-site
photography for customers to shoot
in their new purchases – is demanding
for the business, but rewarding for
customers.
Through sharing her brand story as
“Chief Experience Officer”, Gugu has
clearly put a lot of time and effort
into designing a carefully thoughtout customer journey that ticks all
the boxes for women’s needs when
shopping for underwear.
Foschini is another brand that seems
to have figured it out when it comes
to marketing to women. They have
gone beyond just being a female
clothing retailer. Not only have the
#SebenzaGirl, The Future Is Female and
Womandla t-shirts played a significant
role in street style and fashion in
2018, but the Group has also funded

GO FORTH AND CARE

Whether it’s empowerment,
opportunities for gender
representation, paying it forward
to uplift communities, establishing
discussion forums or creating a network
of female trailblazers who can support
one another; find out what matters
most to your female target market, and
you’ll find out what makes them tick.
Remember to make room for more
seats at your table, and make sure
you don’t alienate the potential
beneficiaries of your plans and
programmes or the specific group of
women that you target.
Women have always been part of the
solution; and now they want to achieve
real results by collaborating with brands
with hearts. Get to know them and
engage with them directly. Consumers
love the idea of brands seeing them
as individuals, reminding them that
they matter, and inviting them over for
discussions to unearth new solutions
to challenges that have not been
addressed.

Online shopping?
She wears the pants...
Women are typically accountable for
purchasing groceries and household
goods. With the shift in working
dynamics, and as people work longer
hours, women have less time to go
to the marketplace and are turning
to online shopping. South African
women are the fastest growing online
demographic, and now account for 47%
of the country’s e-commerce market
(Fastmoving, May 2018). These women
expect online retail apps that mimic
their offline shopping experience.
Globally, women also dominate mobile
shopping. Of US consumers who say
they’ve completed a purchase on
a mobile device in the last month,
66.5% are women and 33.5% are men
(BI Intelligence). This is compared to
2013, when a greater share of men
than women completed purchases on
mobile.
Other facts about women’s mobile
commerce habits:
• Women are more actively researching
products and retailers on mobile
devices than men. Of US women who
use mobile devices, 63% have done
research on their smartphones before
purchasing online, whereas only 52% of
men have done so, according to a study
conducted by RhythmOne
• Women are also more likely than men
to look up store locations on mobile
devices.
• Women are more likely to be
influenced by coupons and marketing
campaigns compared to men. 27% of
women and 20% of men say coupons
influence their purchasing decisions,
according to a study published by the
American National Retail Federation.

Amantle Mokubung,
Marketing Strategist.
Website: www.amantle.co.za.
Twitter: @Amantle_
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Celebrate
our...

#BOSS LADIES
August is Women’s Month and
we turn the spotlight on five
exceptional women who are
building great businesses...
THE RESTAURATEUR

Prim Reddy, The Indian Chapter
Prim Reddy says that food has always been at the very core of
who she is. “Spices are like perfume and the culinary world is
like an orchestra with different instruments coming together
to create a symphony,” the vivacious media presenter turned
restaurant owner says. Starting The Indian Chapter, an Indian
restaurant located in Cape Town’s West Coast suburb Milnerton,
was a dream that Reddy says she stumbled upon, and which
has been an amazing journey over the last five years. “We have
carved for ourselves a wonderful place in both the hearts and
tummies of guests, both locally and from abroad.” While not
a trained chef, Reddy earned the title of ‘celebrity chef’ while
working for Shoprite Checkers and their food world. “That
brought my skill to life and their responses warmed my heart,
but diving into an industry in which I had no experience meant
that I had to learn to swim quickly.”
Reddy says it was challenging to take on an existing team, who
came along with the restaurant she took over and re-invented.
Their morale was low, and they lacked energy and commitment.
“So we agreed to swap skills. I taught them marketing, PR, and
how to grow the business; and they taught me operations. It
started to come together beautifully.” Reddy lays out the reality
of working in a food-related business: You have to keep your
hand on the pulse and you are only as good as your last meal.
Never take anything for granted. There are many restaurants and
people have lots of options so you have to create an experience
second to none. At The Indian Chapter, Reddy says their team
operates like a family, with guests welcomed in like family. “We
visit every table every night and our aim is to make guests feel
extra special as they savour the fare,” she says.
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Prim Reddy

Recipe for success
Reddy isn’t content to stop with her restaurant achievement.
She announces that they’re busy launching a unique cookbook
with old favourites and some exciting new recipes, and that
they’ve also been approached by a catering company to take
their sauces into the retail space. Then there’s some menu
development for a new tapas bar launching at a boutique hotel
in Cape Town. She seems to have taken the advice that she
offers out to women starting a business: “Look at what is done
and do it better. There are too many ordinary things; people
are searching for something extraordinary, something special
and with meaning. You can’t sell a product; you have to sell
an experience – if you have energy and love for what you do,
people will start to feel the same way about your business.”
Sound advice from someone who has learnt characteristics like
perseverance through doing the hard yards; “I went for hundreds
of auditions before I was hired to work as a presenter. I was
shorter and fatter than all the other presenters, but I knew I had
something special. We all do; so never stop trying because you
never know when it will be your time to take the stage...”

THE IT GURU

Thuli Hlongwane, Prim-U and Primlancer
“The future growth of Africa’s economy is based on creating more
entrepreneurs and more job opportunities. I took that into account and
combined it with a desire to assist small businesses that might need to
build partnerships, and a desire to help big businesses offer their services,”
says Thuli Hlongwane, who has recently launched two apps, Prim-U and
Primlancer, to connect entrepreneurs in the beauty industry to customers
and salons. The first app, Prim-U, is a location-based, on-demand booking
hub that connects customers to an array of beauty entrepreneurs,
including salons, beauty therapists and spas. The Primlancer app is aimed
at freelancers who are looking to enter the market and gain clients. “I try
to explain the concept to people as an Uber for beauty,” says Hlongwane,
who started her career as a computer programmer, and worked her way up to
Systems Manager, Head of Applications for Woolworths, and left the
corporate environment as a Technology Director at Pearson SA.
Explaining and convincing people who are not familiar
with the disruptive technology that exists has in fact
been one of Hlongwane’s biggest challenges in her
business journey so far; along with the lack of trust
in technology initiatives led by women. “This leads
to a struggle for female entrepreneurs in South
Africa to access the funding they need at the
right time.”

Aggregated choice
Hlongwane was inspired to create the apps
when she engaged with the many young
ladies dominating the beauty industry,
who had no choice over their working
hours. “Most of them wanted to start a
business but were unable to because
of the costs involved. As a user of
such services, I see the benefits in
being able to make a booking as
and when I need one; and having
an aggregated choice in terms of
both service provider and price,”
she says. “So far I have received a
very positive response from a lot of
people, who are seeing the benefit
of registering as freelancers, as well as
their potential customers.”
An invaluable lesson she’s learnt that’s kept
her going as an entrepreneur? “Paying attention
to detail. Along with understanding all aspects
of the business; from top to bottom and across all
areas,” says Hlongwane. In terms of advice to other
women starting out in business, she stresses the need
to work hard. “Trust yourself and don’t give up until
it’s done. As South Africans we need to embrace
change in the way we do things and constantly
work on initiatives that will improve the lives of
other people.”

Thuli Hlongwane
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THE EDUCATOR

Elana Edwards, Early Learning Centre, Riverside College, Pikkie Park Educare
When Elana Edwards’ first child didn’t fit within the parameters
of the conventional schooling system, she decided to take
things into her own hands and start her own school – The Early
Learning Centre in Table View, Cape Town.

“When I started the ELC in the late nineties, childcare wasn’t
what it is today, and from the onset our set-up and approach
was different,” she explains. “We created a learning environment
that was a home away from home, and in order to do this we
trained our staff members to grasp and embrace the concept.
We were also the first educare in South Africa to have CCTV; to
give parents peace of mind that their children were being well
looked after.”
After her initial success, Edwards realised that there was a real
need for a quality, holistically-driven approach to education in
schools. “Catering to all ages, I decided to establish more schools
like this – Riverside College in 2006 and Pikkie Park Educare in
2008; they have all been well received by parents and children
alike and our schools continue to grow each year,” she says. She
has also managed to obtain funding to build a new school.

Funding the biggest challenge
Getting this funding for the new school building project is
what Edwards cites as her most challenging task to date. “But
throughout my life, I have been able to build schools out of
nothing, and it is through my belief and determination in the
future success of the project that I manage to make it work and
make dreams come true,” she says. In line with Hlongwane’s
opinion, Edwards thinks that funding and stable support is the
biggest challenge currently facing female entrepreneurs.
As a business owner and mother, maintaining a good balance
between work and family life is very important to Edwards. She
says that in order to get this right, she makes sure she manages
her time in such a way that she is able to take breaks, to
catch her breath between different tasks and meetings,
and to make time for family and friends. “I do weekly
pilates and yoga sessions, to clear my mind so that
when I’m home, I am present and relaxed, and when I
am at work I am focused and productive.”
Her advice to those starting out is to practice
good principles from the start – and to always
stick to them. “Be sure to surround yourself with
the best employees and put time and effort into
staff development. I am always on the look-out
to incorporate new ideas to grow my employees’
knowledge and skills,” says Edwards. “And lastly,
invest in a brand designer from the start, to help
get the message out to the market.”

Elana Edwards
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THE AGENCY HIGH-FLYER
Sylvia Schutte, Stratitude
“Women are making
headway in the
entrepreneurial landscape,
but we still have a long
way to go to eliminate the
gender gap in terms of
entrepreneurial involvement,
says Sylvia Schutte. Schutte
is the managing director
of Stratitude, a full-service
marketing agency in
Johannesburg. She started
the company in 2009 and
today has 15 employees and
two special needs interns.
Stratitude is the exclusive
South African member
agency of Advertising &
Marketing Independent
Network (AMIN) Worldwide,
an alliance of over 50
independent marketing
agencies from around the
world.
“The idea for Stratitude
came from recognising the
frustration that clients feel
at having to brief multiple
agencies,” says Schutte. “I
saw a gap in the market
for an integrated agency
that could develop a
communications strategy
for a client and then offer all
the marketing services inhouse, from digital and direct
marketing, to PR and social
media.
Women face many barriers
in business, including a
lack of support structures,
limited access to funding,
and the challenge of
juggling personal and work
responsibilities. Fortunately
for Schutte, finance wasn’t
an issue, as her business
partners invested in her and
the company.

Networking for
success
“The financing backing
for Stratitude enabled me
to concentrate my efforts
on building the business.
With this support I could
focus on clients’ needs and
strategically partnering with
them to deliver the best
possible results. But running
a business can be lonely, so
I network to share ideas and
to see how I can do things in
a more decisive and efficient
way,” explains Schutte.
Women entrepreneurs are
increasing in South Africa
and, according to Schutte,
they offer a unique optimism
and focus in the business
environment. “While women
look at the big picture and
plan ahead, they also place
emphasis on staff members
and growing each individual.
I try to ensure that our skills
are always up to date and to
nurture our passion through
internal mentorship and
coaching programmes – as
this comes out in the work
produced.”
To help solve South Africa’s
unemployment crisis, Schutte
wants to see more womenowned and led businesses.
She believes women should
be creating jobs, rather than
looking for jobs, and in this
way start to impact the
country’s business landscape
and economy for the better.
“See the gap, be decisive and
love what you do,” Schutte
concludes.

Sylvia Schutte
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THE PHILANTHRO-PRENEUR

Florence Nokuzola Mosepele, Cleaners on Call, Amore Beauty Salon
Florence Mosepele had no choice but
to become an entrepreneur. With no
financial backing to pursue education,
and the job crisis on hand, she knew that
she had to start a business in order to
survive, and contribute to the country’s
fight against poverty and unemployment.
Today, she is the owner of not one, but
two successful businesses – Cleaners
on Call, a company with an innate focus
on answering the flaws of the cleaning
industry; and Amore, the pursuit of
beauty stylist and beauty salon.

her in helping her achieve daily business
success. “My family drives me to work
and push harder. My kids tone down
my stress levels from work with their
innocent smiles, and I lean heavily on
my mother who looks after them when I
travel on business. Then there’s my uncle
who shares wisdom and advice with me,
and my aunts and cousins who are my

cheerleaders – I don’t think I would make
it without them.”
Mosepele is well aware of the fact that there
is little in the way of real support for SMEs
from government. “But if you’re just starting
out in business, don’t give up. Remember
that the beginning is always the hardest. Life
rewards those who work hard at it.”

“From a young age I have been a
dreamer, with a vision to excel in what
I do and to also create employment for
other young people. When you work
hard, you distinguish yourself from your
competition,” says Nokuzola Mosepele.
Seeing a gap in the market for trained
cleaners who respected their jobs, she
started Cleaners on Call to reshape the
status quo, with professional, accredited
cleaners who are just a phone call away.
With philanthropy being the corner stone
of Mosepele’s focus, the business has
empowered many young and previously
disadvantaged individuals who have
been given the opportunity to acquire
experience and develop their skills, so
that they can ultimately reach their full
potential. It is this passion for youth
development, through skills sharing and
creating platforms for opportunity, which
drives Mosepele and keeps her inspired.

Solid support
Despite the many challenges, of which
finding the funding and resources to
execute professional, well-presented
and efficient services comes first to
mind, Mosepele says that becoming
an entrepreneur has taught her about
qualities she possesses that she would
never otherwise have developed. “I have
learnt that I am very strong, confident,
focus driven and a risk taker. I have
learned that I have bigger dreams than
I realised and that I am a go-getter.”
Mosepele is also extremely grateful and
aware of the support that her family gives
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Florence Mosepele
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JOIN THE LEADERS IN LAUNDRY!
Attractive, professional, bright and open stores
“We are building a business
with longevity and our franchise
partners will grow alongside us.”
– Tracey Fawell, Franchisor

Service the domestic, commercial and industrial markets
Offer a comprehensive laundry service, dry cleaning,
garment dyeing, tailoring, shoe repairs and key cutting
Full turnkey operation includes all equipment, fittings, etc
Comprehensive training and ongoing support
Start generating income from DAY 1!

An entry level Laundry Dynamics
franchise starts from R399,000 excl. Vat

MASTER
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The reshaped

retail landscape
If you own a retail business, you’ll know that
the playing field has changed significantly in
recent years, particularly within the
African context. Where are shopper
expectations headed to, and which
opportunities can you tap into to
fuel your next winning retail
innovation? And if you are
thinking of starting out in
this dynamic sector, what
gaps can you look to fill in
light of these key trends?
Bad infrastructure, below global average
internet penetration, poor service delivery
– these are just a few of the issues that
the African retail industry faces. Despite
this, or perhaps as a result of this, there
have been some ingenious innovations
which give the West a run for its money.
This lag has forced brands to sit up and
consider new ways to flip the script.
And, in the race to catch up with the
rest of the retail world, highly-expectant,
globally-aware African consumers will see
brands cater to them in ways previously
unimaginable. As local companies use
online and offline channels, Africa is
primed to educate the rest of the world
about the ultimate retail experience.
Consider these trends and the tactical
opportunities they present:

Lola Pedro

▪ MODERN MARKETPLACES

Africa accounts for just 2% of online
purchases globally (E-Marketer/Africa
Middle East, April 2017). The promise of
e-commerce nirvana is only just starting
to manifest across Africa. But if it’s to
be fully actualised, it has to be done

the “African way”. That is, not via online
stores owned by a single brand, but by
online clusters offering multiple brands,
selling various wares in a single hub.
Marketplaces are common across Africa,
and bartering, communal transactions,
active price comparisons and even
socialising are part of the informal
network they create. In Africa, 85.8%
of employment is informal, compared
with 25.1% in Europe and Central Asia
(International Labour Organisation, April
2018).
The delayed adoption of e-commerce
solutions can, in fact, be partly attributed
to the fact that many consumers don’t
immediately see a need to convert to
a more formalised, digitised mode of
shopping. But now, the internet is forcing
sellers to think digitally, to consider
modern marketplaces where a variety of
entities can be accessed on one branded
platform. And, with Mali alone having
experienced 460% annual digital growth
of internet users between 2017 and 2018
(Hootsuite/We are Social, Jan 2018); there
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is much opportunity for daring brands to
provide a modern marketplace for other
businesses to offer goods and services
to African consumers. But it’s essential
to provide the benefits of e-commerce
(convenience, accountability, security
and more) while retaining the dynamic
elements that make offline experiences
enjoyable. If you’re going to take
consumers out of their comfort zone by
helping them to pay bills, as Jumia and
Hmizate do, take it slowly. Once users are
familiar with your merchant aggregating
platform, transition them to brand-driven
services.
If you already have a product or service,
choose a marketplace that fits your
brand, and, just like offline marketplaces,
consider how your brand could stand out
on retail e-clusters. Flash sales? Targeted
offerings or product customisation? If
you’re feeling generous, free delivery
could attract new (hopefully repeat)
customers, in a space where such perks
are not yet commonplace. Alternatively,
consider services that complement these

marketplaces. For example, first-time
and anxious e-commerce customers
might require insurance or warranties –
especially if you’re not a financial services
provider. The opportunities here are broad
– brainstorm until you’ve exhausted all
your options!

▪ DELIVERY DELIGHT

We all know that the struggle is real
when it comes to infrastructure (or
the lack thereof) in Africa. Not only is
it a major strain on daily living for the
average consumer, it also makes the
most basic tasks such as grabbing lunch
burdensome. As the continent continues
to develop and grow, expectations about
the level and quality of service delivery
Africans receive are rising. 2017’s muchheralded collaboration between UNICEF
and drone company Zipline created the

continent’s first air corridor. It has now
successfully delivered over 7,000 units
of blood in Rwanda (CNBC, May 2018),
proving that bad infrastructure is no
longer an excuse for poor service.
Innovative brands now understand that
in order to realise the full potential of the
retail industry, overcoming the logistics
quandary is an absolute priority. Globally,
40% of logistics companies are expected
to provide delivery within two hours of
ordering by 2028 (Zebra, April 2018).
African consumers don’t exist in a bubble
– what they will witness globally will
impact their expectation of local players
operating in Africa.
If you’re not close enough to your
customers to meet their specific logistical
needs, work with local businesses.

If Zipline and UNICEF can solve the
challenge of delivering blood on time,
getting a takeaway meal to a customer
cold, or a birthday gift to its recipient
late, is unacceptable. If you’re already
collaborating with a spectacularly efficient
delivery brand, think about how your
brand can apply the newly freed-up time
to provide an even better after-sales
service. It’s about time all retail and
customer service levels caught up with the
rest of the world...

▪ PROUDLY AFRICAN

For Africans. By Africans. African Pride.
Afro-futurism. Africa Rising. The “Made in
Africa” narrative is evergreen, but it has a
right to be so. Why? Because we are yet
to see the peak of African influence in
the global retail arena. Any local retailers
that still believe “West is best” need to
Continued on page 24
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Excell Catering Equipment is a proud retailer of a
comprehensive range of catering-related products.
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Superb quality, highly competitive pricing, knowledgeable
and dependable after-sales service sets us apart from the rest.

Own your own store selling catering equipment.
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Continued from page 23

fast update their strategy. Yes, there’s still
some time to tinker with demographic
segments who yearn for Western
products, but if you’re operating in that
territory, make sure you’re offering the
very best. European luxury brands, like A.
Lange & Söhne who handcraft only a few
thousand gold and platinum wristwatches
per year, still have a stronghold grip over
the world’s wealthy – and that’s not going
to change any time soon.
However, the bulk of new consumers are
moving on and finding more local (read:
more relevant and more practical) status
symbols. How can you look inwards and
embed quintessentially African culture,
aesthetics and narratives into your
offerings? Don’t forget that thanks to
the new wave of domestically protective
regulations, setting up shop in Africa
isn’t what it used to be. The African
Continental Free Trade Area, announced
in March 2018, is one of the world’s
largest free trade blocs, involving 44
African nations. If you’re a global brand
looking to get your foot through the
door, find a local player to partner with to
establish authenticity and build credibility,
but also just to get things done.

▪

BEST BEHAVIOUR BRANDS

Global lifestyle giants such as Apple, Nike,
Pepsi, Facebook or even Uber are typically
held to account by their customers/
followers/fans for not embodying the
right values, for failing to take a stand on
issues; even for disingenuous campaigns.
Zoom into Africa, and customers have
become increasingly tired of how
corporate entities interact on the
continent.
In 2018 and beyond, these consumers
will expect only the very best behaviour,

not only from overtly
“brand-driven”
businesses who
are supposed to
represent the right
ideals, but also from
the most invisible and
commoditised retail
brands too.

If you are a small brand,
consider piggybacking off
pre-existing platforms
to extend your reach to
customers in more exciting
ways.

This trend has
largely been seen
in South Africa.
However, with the
continent converging,
dissatisfaction of
mass-market brands
that lag behind will spread across African
countries. Best behaviour brands will
rise up from sectors of the retail industry
that are typically more lenient to address
real issues and deliver genuine initiatives
that bolster brand image and ultimately
generate more sales.

The key takeaway? Nothing less than
best behaviour will be tolerated, for even
the least aspirational brands operating
in the retail industry. Whatever you
call it: social enterprise, triple bottom

line, shared value… Every business that
delivers on this trend, will sustain a longterm competitive advantage. Consumers
will appreciate brands who align with
causes they care about and respect
them as customers. This is not about
good photo opportunities – be sure that
whatever cause you choose to champion
is a genuine one.

▪

TOUCHPOINT RELEVANCE

Africa is a myriad of retail ecosystems,
where specificity should be key – but
usually isn’t. Stressed consumers don’t
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need every brand to be everywhere,
all the time. Instead, shoppers will
increasingly embrace savvy sellers that
employ touchpoint relevance to match
their idiosyncrasies and are there as
and when they’re needed. If modern
marketplaces are about taking the triedand-tested offline shopping experiences
online, then touchpoint relevance is about
inventing new ways of connecting with
customers. Whether offline or online,
maintaining your retail product, service
or experience distribution through
traditional channels is dangerous territory.
Put yourself in the shoes of the user, and
ask where they’re most likely to be struck
with a need that you can meet. Then
create a new channel and get there before
your competitors. If you are a small brand,
without the resources to create true
touchpoint relevance, consider creating a
larger brand ecosystem and piggybacking
off pre-existing platforms, to extend your
reach to customers in more exciting ways.
These trends present just a fraction of the
new directions taking place in the future
of retail. While it’s impossible to be ahead
of every innovation, the age-old principle
of knowing your customer and their needs
remains crucial; and each action flows
outwards from there.

Lola Pedro is TrendWatching’s
Regional Director for Africa. She holds
a BSc in Multimedia Technology and
Management Systems and an MSc in
Technology Entrepreneurship from
University College London. Email
lola@trendwatching.com or visit
www.trendwatching.com.
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THE OMNI-EXPERIENCE

It’s all about helping to connect the in-store and online experience for
your customers...
Customer service is no longer simply
about treating your clients with careful
courtesy. Today’s customers demand a
total experience; an experience that is
dictated by them, not company policies.
Technology and societal changes are
driving this disruption with the two
colliding in a perfect storm that is leaving
retailers breathless as they try to balance
what customers want with what they
can reasonably offer. Here’s what your
customers expect of you:

OMNI-CHANNEL
Customers shape their own experiences
by gathering information on your
company and its products or services
from many sources. It’s become quite
common to see people standing in front
of the shelves in a retail store, checking
the reviews and price of a product online,
and even purchasing the product from a
competitor’s online platform – all while
in the store. Companies offering services
rather than products have not been
spared in the digitisation of the customer
experience.
Your customers expect the same offering
and experience – or at least something
very similar – whenever they interact with
your brand, whether in a physical store
or online. This means that in addition to
customer service training, you now need
to invest in understanding how your
customers use online platforms to shape
their total experience.

Juanita Vorster

OMNI-HOURS
The always-on nature of the omnichannel customer experience brings
with it several challenges. Companies
that have been used to having time to
regroup, restock, and rest, now have to
create procedures to meet customer
demands for instant gratification.
An auto-responder with an estimated
timeline for feedback might buy you some
time. Chatbots, powered by artificial
intelligence, are however quickly coming

WHAT IS THE OMNI-CHANNEL EXPERIENCE?
The omni-channel experience is about ensuring that no
matter where your customers interact with your brand, they
experience it in the same way. So, if you’re a brick-andmortar retailer, your in-store experience must be carried into
every other channel where people can find your business.
to the rescue of brands struggling to
deliver at their desired level at all hours.
These tools can help to answer basic
queries and may even manage to resolve
some queries entirely.

OMNI-ADVICE
Customer experience is shaped by touch
points with a brand across multiple
channels and over a longer timeline than
just the actual buying decision. The total
experience is also shaped by what their
“circle of influence” – friends, family, and
an extended online network – has shared
about their own experience with a brand.
Buying decisions are therefore based on a
lot more than just product specifications
or service delivery promises.
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Today’s retailers and customer service
representatives have to be able to do
more than solve product- or servicerelated issues. They have to be able to
win the trust of customers who make
decisions based on comments posted
online.

OMNI-CYCLE
Customers shaping their own experiences
with channels and inputs that are not
dictated by brands have also had a
significant impact on the traditional
sales funnel. Instead of linear thinking
that develops an opportunity into a lead
and eventually into a sale: retailers and
customer experience agents have to
adopt a matrix thinking approach. This

4 INSIGHTS
to help you
manage your
online
community

Social media has turned the world of
customer experience on its head...
Top brands across the world have all
had to come to terms with the fact that
managing the customer experience
online is a whole new ballgame. A natural
consequence of this changing retail and
digital landscape is that community
management also has to evolve. To ensure
that your customers’ online experience
is positive, and to convert them into
ambassadors of your brand, there are a
few key elements that need to become
part of your community management
strategy.

DEFINE YOUR ENGAGEMENT
STRATEGY
Establish a solid foundation before you do
anything by penning your business goals
and objectives and how your online content
should and could drive and support these
goals.

Profile your target audiences, so you can
determine how to effectively conceptualise
content that will resonate with them.
Clearly define how you want your online
audiences to perceive your brand and then
carefully create your online persona to help
shape this perception.

The age of industrialisation allowed
for the creation of many standardised
policies and procedures, focused
on increasing profits and reducing
expense by keeping customers happy.
The information age now demands
that brands focus on flexibility as the
customer truly becomes the king.

Juanita Vorster is a professional
speaker on the topic of success in
a disrupted world.
Visit www.juanitavorster.com to
find out how she can help your
business develop future-focused
vision, formulate a strategy and
communicate with stakeholders.

ENGAGE WITH YOUR COMMUNITY

The reality is that top brands don’t talk at
their audiences anymore, they talk with
them. For this reason, you need to have a
dedicated community manager. The role of
a community manager has changed from
purely creating and posting content on
the different social media platforms of the
brand. Today, one of the most critical roles
of a community manager is to be the brand,
to speak on behalf of the brand, and engage
audiences in a manner that is true to the
essence of the brand.
With much communication taking place
online, being endorsed on social media
platforms has become the equivalent of
the traditional word-of-mouth-referral,

Remember why people love social media
in the first place? It’s a space to share and
discuss in a social manner. For consumers
to engage, brands must connect with them
on that same level. A good community
manager should therefore also know how
to be warm, personable and social, without
compromising on professionalism.

QUALITY REMAINS KEY

Craft a set of key messages that underpin
all your communication, so you can educate
and inform your audiences about your brand
over time.
Compile moderation guidelines to
guide your online responses and ensure
consistency in the way you react and
interact.

OPTIMISE SOCIAL MEDIA EFFORTS

Apart from building the brand in the minds
of its target audiences, social media also
presents brands with other benefits. It, for
example, offers opportunities to get up close
and personal with your target audiences,
to determine what their perception is of
your brand and what they really want and
need. To optimise your social media efforts,
it should, therefore, be leveraged for the
invaluable tool it is and the analytical tools
that are available should be fully utilised for
this purpose.

Research how your competitors are
behaving on social media platforms. Note
what you could learn from them and what
you could improve on.

approach allows for fluidly moving
back and forth between the phases
of the customer journey based on the
preferences of each customer.

which is the Holy Grail
of marketing. A great
community manager will
be able to enhance the
customer experience,
stimulate engagement, initiate positive
online conversations and convert followers
into raving fans and ambassadors of the
brand.

When it comes to providing the best
online experience, it is crucial to provide
great quality content that will spark a
conversation. Content is what draws people
into the shop; the community manager
is like the shop manager – it’s all about
enticing them to enter (which is why the
right content at the right time in their
journey is so important), then guiding them
towards the right product and giving them
an unforgettable experience. This is why
effective community management could be
your brand’s differentiating factor.
However, brands must never forget that
not even the most engaging content can
compensate for shortcomings on the
product or service’s side. Your content must
be 100% authentic at all times and a genuine
reflection of who and what the brand
truly is, without overpromising or creating
unrealistic expectations. If not, social media
will soon become the mirror that reflects the
true image of the brand for everyone to see.
Jarred Trembath is Head of Social Media at Mediacom. Contact
him on jarred.trembath@mediacom.com, 011 582 6600, or
visit the company website at www.mediacom.com.
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Car dealerships
in malls?
Don’t be surprised if you see a vehicle dealership
popping up in your neighbourhood shopping
centre, right next to your favourite fashion
store. This is already happening overseas. For
instance, Subaru has opened a dealership in
a shopping centre in Melbourne, Australia;
Hyundai has opened a dealership in a shopping
centre in Kent in the United Kingdom; Tesla has
a dealership at the Westfield Shopping Centre
in London... to name but a few examples. More
recently Mercedes-Benz experimented last year
with pop-up stores in shopping centres in the
American cities of Atlanta and Miami. Now it
will open a store in a mall in Chicago.

How do you stay
ahead of changes in
the retail space?
Margaret Hirsch is one half of a
dynamic husband and wife duo
that founded Hirsch’s Homestores.
Hirsch’s Homestores is the largest
independently owned appliance
and electronics business in
Southern Africa, with 18 Hirsch
stores and four Samsung concept
stores. Here she shares what it
takes to stay ahead of changes in
the retail space: “Retail is changing
rapidly and as a business owner,
you have to be ahead of the trend.
Margaret Hirsch
Our first major change came in
1994 when we didn’t know what was going to happen to the country,
so we empowered all our staff and started many of them in their own
businesses. It started with selling our delivery vehicles to our drivers at
reduced prices with lengthy terms of payment so they could start their
own businesses, then spread from there to other staff members. It kept
escalating, to the point we had this massive group of people working for
themselves, but under our umbrella. The system worked so well we have
continued to do this and we even have the children (who are now adults)
of our employees working for us.”

Mercedes Benz Pop-up Shop. Source: Mercedes Benz Press

George Mienie, AutoTrader CEO says that the
relocation of dealerships to shopping centres
has been driven by a reduced number of
customer walk-ins at conventional dealerships.
“This is an international trend that is also being
seen in South Africa. In 2015 consumers in
South Africa visited three to four dealerships
before purchasing a car. Now, in 2018, they
only visit one or two before signing on the
dotted line,” he reveals. One of the solutions
to this dilemma is moving the dealership to a
shopping centre. As Neil Smith, from Imperial
Cars in the United Kingdom, noted at a recent
AutoTrader Dealer Master Class: “Dealerships
located in shopping centres get more walk-ins
than anywhere else.”
According to Mienie, it is only a matter of time
before we see dealerships in shopping centres
and facilities such as the car vending machine
in South Africa. “We are a nation of car lovers
and, due to our limited public transport
infrastructure, the demand for a car is predicted
to remain high. Coupled with this, we also
appreciate convenience – like consumers the
world over. So, watch this space - we will soon
be seeing developments like these in South
Africa,” he concludes.
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First LEGO® certified store
in SA to open in
Sandton City
South Africa’s first LEGO® certified
store opened in Sandton City in July.
Local company the Great Yellow
Brick Co signed a multi-million-rand
investment and exclusive deal with
The LEGO Group to bring the brand
to our shores. The store is the first
LEGO certified store on the African
continent with similar stores found
in 20 other countries in Europe,
Asia, Australia, Middle East and
North America. Additional certified
stores are planned throughout
South Africa.
The playful and personal retail
environment aligns well with 2018
retail trends, which include product
and experience personalisation,
augmented reality, and the
popularity of carefully curated

product ranges. The Great Yellow
Brick Co, founded by Robert
Greenstein, Hayley Greenstein and
Greg Bergh, will also offer online
shoppers in South Africa access to
its extensive range.
According to market research
provider, Euromonitor
International, the local traditional
toys and games industry was worth
over R2.2-billion in 2017. The most
lucrative categories proved to be
construction, with leading brand
LEGO dominating the category.

Diversify and innovate to
INCREASE SALES
What do you do to get through
the quieter months, when your
product has particular seasonal
appeal? This was the quandary
faced by ice cream sandwich
brand Crumbs & Cream, whose
flagship store sees queues
of customers lining up to get
their fill during the summer
months. Maintaining a high
level of foot traffic through
the cooler months was going
to prove more difficult, and so the team decided to launch
a winter menu to keep everyone warm and coming back for
more. With indulgent drinks like BarOne hot chocolate, and
sugary treats such as Nutella donuts and cookie cups, the
winter menu has apparently brought lots of new faces into
stores. We asked them for some tips on diversifying one’s
menu: “New menus are always a challenge; we suggest that
you follow the products your clients love the most and supply
them with what they love, but in different and interesting
ways and shapes. New products are excellent to add,
making customers keen to try new things. It also keeps their
imaginations working as they wonder what will be launched
next. Remember to keep it simple and tasty!”

The booming
township retail market

Maponya Mall

The township retail and shopping centre market in South
Africa is growing at a rapid pace. Despite a challenging
economy and disruptions, townships have become hubs for
big development in retail and brands. Speaking at the eight
Annual South African Council of Shopping Centres’ (SASCC)
Research Conference, Lemok Group CEO Lebogang Mokubela
said that the township market has buying power of R11billion.
“The number of shoppers who turn out at Maponya Mall
at any given weekend bears testimony to this. Sitting at
65 000m2, the R650-million mall in Soweto is one of the
largest retail hubs in South Africa. What drives profitability
within the township market is a balance between a soughtafter tenant mix as well as entertainment. Previously, you
wouldn’t find high-end stores such as Woolworths Food in the
townships, however we are seeing a bigger demand for such
stores. This is also driven by the fact that the township market
is very diverse – for example, you can have someone who
earns R1000 a month all the way to guy who spends R1000 on
a bottle of champagne,” he said.

Summit, as a value-add to their retail partners to assist them in
staying ahead of the curve in the retail space. The Summit was
held in conjunction with Echangeur, a dynamic technological
and marketing analysis business unit of BNP Paribas Personal
Finance, the largest consumer finance business in Europe, which
also owns RCS.

RCS Retail Summit 2018
unveils global retail
innovation trends
The second annual RCS Retail Summit, held recently in Cape
Town and Johannesburg, unveiled technological developments
and innovations that are shaking up the retail sector across the
globe. The RCS Group (RCS), South Africa’s leading consumer
finance provider in the retail credit market, hosted the Retail

The Commerce Reloaded and Innovate Service Centric
presentations made by key Echangeur executives highlighted
that the technology you’ve seen in science fiction movies is now
very much a reality. These innovations are changing the way
retailers are interacting with their customers, with China leading
the way. With 48% of AI funding being spent in China and
38% in the US, online retail giants such as Amazon and Alibaba
are harnessing this and outshining their bricks and mortar
counterparts. These two companies are expected to own 40% of
the world’s retail by 2020, with China projected to grow its GDP
by 26% in 2020 simply because of the edge provided by AI.
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BUDGET BASICS
A good budget is a powerful weapon for any business;
and it needn’t be complicated...
Budgets can be the bane of an
entrepreneur’s life, but it really is
just a plan – expressed in numbers.
It maps the route forward for your
business; and without it you’ll find it
difficult to control both the financial
aspect of your venture as well as the
overall direction of the business.

and activities you will embark on.
Be sure to include a definition of
your business and industry, who you
are looking to serve and what you
have to do to serve them. In formal
budgeting terminology, these are
the underlying assumptions of your
budget.

Depending on the type of business, a
good budget will help you to:

2. LIST YOUR EXPENSES

• Control resources,
• Communicate your plans to
managers,
• Set expectations by making budget
goals explicit,
• Evaluate the performance of
managers,
• Provide visibility into the
company’s performance, and
• Ensure accountability.
Here the steps you need to take to
put your budget in place:

1. CEMENT YOUR VISION

Start with the end in mind by setting
out and fully understanding your
vision. This should go beyond merely
describing the impact you would
like your business to have; and can
guide the types of goals, decisions

Based on your plan, you can now list
your monthly expenses. These could
include rent, raw materials, salaries
and wages, electricity and water.
You will notice that some of these
are fixed irrespective of how much
you sell; these are your fixed costs,
while others fluctuate with the level
of business activity and are called
variable costs. There may be costs
such as insurance that are incurred
on an annual basis and you should be
careful not to overlook them.

3. FOCUS ON REVENUE

The next step, after inputting the
detail of costs, is to create a section
called revenue. This is where you
capture the income you expect to
receive from executing your plan.
The assumptions that you made in
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describing your plan are the factors
that influence the level of costs and
revenue that you will put in to your
budget. This will then translate into
your budgeted profit.

4. SET YOUR PLAN IN MOTION
Once you have completed your
business budget it becomes a living
document, which should be reviewed
and assessed on an ongoing basis.
Reviewing your financial history
allows you to see how close you
are to achieving your financial goals
and helps you to keep on top of
your performance and identify any
problem areas.

Your actual performance should
always be measured against the goals
set. Sound systems are crucial – the
most basic of accounting systems
should be able to give you essentials
such as an income statement, balance
sheet and cash flow statement.
Every business journey has a detour
or two – so be open to adjustments.
Reaching your goals means staying
on the right track; not necessarily the
same track as that you started out on.
Good luck!

Expert tips
to help you stay on
top of your finances
CASH IS KING

SME finance
gurus share
their best tips
to ensure you
stay on track
during these
tough times.
Have a few of
ideas of your
own? Let us
know by email
so we can
share them
with your
fellow business
owners.

Budgeting should occur
annually, and at least two
months prior to year-end
to test the validity of the
budget before the new
year actually starts. It’s
also important to test sales
projections against past
performance, and have a
clear understanding of what
is going to be different
in the marketing plan to
achieve these goals.
Ruthlessly analyse and
remove all unnecessary
costs quickly during
periods of cash constraints.

Companies that run lean
during tough times increase
their chance of survival.
Manage debtors and
creditors daily, monitor
productivity KPI’s and
make decisions quickly.
Communicate with staff,
suppliers and customers
respectively to manage
perceptions and reputation.
Focus on cashflow. Sales is
vanity, profit is sanity, but
cashflow will always remain
king. During a transition, it’s
vital to develop a budget
beforehand. Review budgets
versus actuals, make
necessary adjustments, and

CHECK PAYMENT BEHAVIOUR
Understand your (potential) client’s
payment behaviour. Many entrepreneurs
chase the big-name clients and envisage that
with one big client, cash flow problems will
be a thing of the past. However, the reality
is that the bigger the client, the greater the
likelihood of payment bureaucracy. Ensure
that your Service Level Agreement includes
payment terms.
Leverage big contracts to negotiate lines of
credit with your bank – this could be vital to
ensure your ability to stay afloat in the event
you have to wait 30 to 60 days for payment.
Then I would build the balance sheet. Most

remain focused on the end
goal.
If credit is necessary, only
use it to drive the business
to build additional capacity,
fund short-term cashflow
shortages and stock.
Develop a clear repayment
plan and stick to it. Banks
will be keen to lend to
you in the future if you’ve
demonstrated diligence in
managing credit as a last
resort.
-Pieter Scholtz is the
Co-Master Franchisor
in southern Africa for
ActionCOACH.

entrepreneurs focus a lot of time and energy
on managing their income statements and
cash flows – while somewhat neglecting the
balance sheet. Driving sales and managing
expenses will always be a key feature of
any entrepreneurial venture – but the value
of the business resides within the balance
sheet. Growing an asset base will ensure the
business is a going-concern, and maintaining
a positive net-asset-value ensures there’s
something to leverage in crisis times.
-Kalnisha Singh is an Executive in Impact
Economics at LifeCo UnLtd, an impact business
that invests in other impact enterprises to
deliver social, environmental, economic and
financial gains.
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WATCH OUT FOR
SEASONAL SLUMPS
Creating a cash flow
forecast and understanding
seasonality are important
preparation tactics. You
also stay on top of market
conditions, monitor clients
and set aside a cash cushion
in case of an emergency.
Take advantage of peak
periods to drive as many

sales as possible, which
should have a positive effect
on cash flow.
Although seasonal threats
may make it easier to opt
for debtor quantity over
quality, focus on quality
debtors throughout the year.
The more reliable the client,
the better the chance of
recovering the debt.
Applying for favourable

credit terms - such as longer
payment terms - with your
trade partners or suppliers
increases client satisfaction
and strengthens your cash
flow.
Consistent credit
management systems
including invoicing and
collection should be in place
throughout the year to
ensure both you and your

GET AN EXTERNAL
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
A dispassionate set of eyes on your
accounts can help you navigate rough
waters and help you focus on making
important strategic directions before it is
too late.
While I acknowledge that many small
businesses can’t afford a dedicated
finance person, there are a number of

clients are always on the
same page. If communication
is always transparent, then
there is more chance that
both vendors and lenders
will be accommodating to
each other’s needs.
-Frank Knight is the CEO
of Credit Management
Specialists Debtsource, which
assists businesses in managing
the credit extension process.

“Part-Time” or “Outsourced” financial
director (FD) offerings which can provide
valuable insight into how your business
operates. Entrepreneurs often don’t have
a good grasp of their numbers and wait
for crisis to hit before acknowledging
that their business is in trouble.”
-Marc Ashton, Financial Problem Solver
at Decusatio, a network of financial
professionals with the single goal of
helping Africa invest smarter.

INVEST FOR GROWTH

TRACK SALES PROJECTIONS
Sales projections
and forecasts can
be daunting when
you aren’t sure
where to start or
what is realistic
for your business.
Understanding your
industry and the
annual patterns can
give you a starting
point, but once you
have established
this, you can begin
to calculate the cost
of reaching your
customers through
marketing spend. Ask
yourself how many
prospects you would
like to see turned
into customers to
give yourself a better

idea of how much
you are willing to
spend to convert
each prospect.
Keeping in mind your
competitors can also
give you an indication
of how aggressive
you need to be and
therefore how much
you will need to
dedicate to marketing
to your prospects.
Factor in what the
lifetime value of a
customer will be for
your business and
how profitable you
will be over time.
Remember that
sales projections
and budgeting can
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be fluid and change
over time as you
start to identify
patterns in sales and
customer acquisition.
Continued tracking
of data can help
you more accurately
predict what you
need to do to reach
your targets and what
impact that has on
your budget. Over
time you’ll start to
get a clearer, more
realistic picture.
-Trevor Gosling is the
CEO of Lulalend, a
small business lender
supporting the South
African SME sector by
providing access to
short-term finance.

Turnover is vanity, profit is sanity, but cash flow
is reality. Having sound financial management
practices is crucial and understanding the
connection between cash flow, turnover and
profit is imperative to successfully run your
business and help in identifying when and
why there may be difficult periods. Once
accustomed to those cycles you can even
forecast a downturn, secure funding, prepare
your business and plan your growth.
Focus on incorporating technology and
managing expenses, such as replacing
unnecessary travel (follow up meetings, for
example) by using online meeting platforms, or
send digital copies instead of printing collateral.
There’s always the temptation to withdraw
money from revenue generating activities, but
don’t forget that social media, advertising and
strategic planning is what brings in business
and cutting the marketing budget should be a
last resort. Taking a step back and reviewing
how you conduct your business can go a long
way in helping you streamline your processes.
Use funding on strategic and income generating
ventures that have a direct impact on your
business growth.”
-Erin Louw is the Chief Brand Officer at Retail
Capital, which provides businesses with
innovative, flexible and convenient alternatives to
traditional business loans.

MONEY MATTERS

Advertorial

4 Critical financial planning
tips to ensure success
The weakening rand,
rising cost of inflation
and overall challenging
trading conditions have
made it imperative for
franchise operators and
owners to manage their
finances prudently.
It is predicted that business’s liabilities
will increase and their assets diminish,
which is why it is critical for entrepreneurs,
particularly franchisees, to manage their
operational expenses carefully. The volatile
economic outlook makes it even more
essential for franchises to remain vigilant
about finances and always look for ways
in which to save, thereby enhancing the
bottomline.
Nedbank Executive Financial Planner Rod
Leigh says that, from a financial point of
view, the main categories of a business
are building and protecting wealth. ‘It’s
all about reducing risk – whether you are
a franchisee or an individual, financial
competence is important for the business,’
he says.
While being financially savvy underpins
business success, Leigh says that choosing
an established reputable franchise at the
right location is another critical factor. “A
key question is asking what a franchisor
can do for the franchisee investor in return.
Generally, franchisees that run franchises
well are very successful,” says Leigh.
The following are four critical financial
planning tips to ensure success, according
to Laurette Pienaar, Nedbank National
Franchise Manager.

essentials at home. There are accounting
packages available to assist with managing
personal and business funds. To avoid
blurring the lines it is best to ensure
that home and business finances are not
unnecessarily intertwined.

Looking local for shopfittings
and machinery
Given that many international franchises
source their capex resources, such as
shopfittings and machinery, from overseas
suppliers, it means that the weakening
rand would force owners to pay more
than budgeted. One solution here could
be to source alternative materials that are
produced locally.
Laurette Pienaar

Using technology to help
reduce costs

Understanding that cashflow
is essential for success
In difficult economic times, running a
franchise requires a variety of skills; the
most important of which is understanding
how to manage your business’s cashflow
statements and its daily cyclical
practicality. A number of businesses
struggle because the owners struggle to
grasp the basics of financial management
– something that is crucial for making
a success of the business. Nedbank
franchise advisors offer assistance in
managing cashflow and understanding
how to plan for good and bad times.

Separating personal finance
from the business
To run a successful franchise it is
suggested that you keep your personal
finances separate from the business’s
finances. Do not be tempted to dip into
the till for emergencies or if you need

Where possible consider the use of
technology as it may be cost-effective
to do so; for example, for payment
systems, ordering and marketing to
clients. Franchisees can also benefit from
economies of scale and drive efficiencies
in this manner. Nedbank offers a variety
of products to merchants, such as Market
Edge™, a first-in-market data analytics
tool that enables merchants to gain
insight into their customers’ behaviour
and develop strategies for their business
on a multi-layered, real-time, user-friendly
dashboard, and Qkr! a secure, easy-touse and customisable app that gives your
customers the convenience to order
ahead, pay with their smartphones and
collect their items when they are ready.
For more information on how
Nedbank can assist please contact
Laurette Pienaar, National Franchise
Manager, Nedbank Business Banking.
Tel: +27(0)11 294 2829, email:
franchising@nedbank.co.za.

Nedbank provides flexible, relevant and cost-effective financial packages that take into account your company’s
present position and future goals. Lending forms an integral part of business success and Nedbank provides
packages customised to the needs of each franchise concept. These finance packages include funding for new store
setups, financing for resale transactions, financing of multi-site franchises, as well as revamps.
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START, MANAGE AND GROW YOUR
BUSINESS WITH STANDARD BANK.
Small businesses need to become
the engine rooms of jobs and growth
across the continent in the years
ahead. “Getting your business started
on a firm footing requires some
serious grit and determination, but
planning ahead with agility, innovation,
a cash flow plan and within the ambit
of a network that provides access
to markets will quickly put you on
the path to sustainable success,”
says Deenash Pillay, Head of Small
Enterprises at Standard Bank.
Cash flow management is an
important aspect of any business,
as it is the difference between being
in or out of business. In order to be
successful, every business must have
a collection and payment solution,
together with investment and
lending support to manage cash flow.
Standard Bank can assist clients with
a range of cash flow management
solutions tailored to meet the needs of
the individual businesses. Their mobile
payment solutions such as SnapScan
and BluMobi enable easy methods of
payment from customers to ensure
on-the-go businesses can continue to
receive revenue.
By taking cash flow management
into consideration when planning,
the business can effectively navigate
through periods of uncertainty,
utilising suitable banking products like
an overdraft facility or our Merchant
Cash Advance solution that provides
access to funds, so the business can
continue to pay suppliers even when
there’s a delay in the receipt of funds
from customers. When there’s extra
cash available, the business should
consider growing the funds through a
savings or investment account.

Standard Bank believes the model
for success is based on focusing on
three core principles: start, manage
and grow. “Starting can be the
hardest, which is why being inspired,
having passion, the right network
and a support base is so important.
From there, you need to ensure that
you are adequately prepared for
the journey ahead,” says Mr Pillay.
There are several resources available
to help, including Standard Bank’s
BizConnect website, which has tools,
tips and advice on how to launch and
successfully run a business.
A powerful 17-point start-up checklist
is available for free to ensure
businesses start off on a firm footing
and avoid the common pitfalls
that trip up many great ideas.
“Ensuring that your
business has a transaction
account to enable quick and
convenient cash flow
transactions is imperative to
running a successful venture. It
gives you control and sight of the
funds that enter and leave your
business, whilst providing you with
access to a multitude of ways in which
to transact,” says Mr Pillay.
While funding is commonly viewed
as the major hindrance to growing
businesses, the number one challenge
for businesses wanting to thrive is
access to markets. “There is an entire
ecosystem at play in successfully
bringing an idea and product to
market, but with proper planning, cash
flow management, the right advice
and partners at your side, starting,
managing and growing your business
is within your next,” says Mr Pillay.

BANK

KEEP COSTS DOWN
WHEN YOU START UP.

BORROW

Get BizLaunch
– for start-ups*
Free online and
cellphone banking

SAVE
Electronic
account payments

Unlimited
debit orders

EARN
INSURE

Access to
Business Banking
specialists

Join UCount Rewards
for Business for even
more benefits

Special rates on business
insurance and merchant devices

Click HERE to start your business fearlessly.
*Ts&Cs apply.

standardbank.co.za/business
Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15).
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg. No. 1962/000738/06). Moving Forward is a trademark of The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited.
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Advertorial

Finding the right partner to
fill your funding gap
Have you explored the options on offer when it comes to supporting your
business’s growth?
Business owners need working
capital finance, as well as medium
term finance in order to keep
their operations running and
growing. Arthur Ansley, Head of
ReichmansCapital, which provides
viable and realistic finance solutions
to privately owned companies who
are established businesses and
seek growth, explains the essential
difference between the two types
of funding. “Working capital is the
finance you need to carry on with the
day-to-day running of your business
and is an absolute imperative. Without
being able to purchase stock, for
example, you wouldn’t have products
to sell to customers; and without cash
reserves for salaries you wouldn’t be
able to pay your staff on the monthly
or weekly basis as required.” In this
category, ReichmansCapital provides a
number products, including debtor and
inventory finance as well as alternative
asset-based lending options.
“Businesses have trade cycles and
it all comes down to cash flow. In a
manufacturing business, for example, if
you are ordering products from a Chinese
company, you may well be looking at a
120-day trade cycle from end-to-end,
from placing the initial order through to
recouping cash from the eventual product
sale. ReichmansCapital understands that
not having cash reserves puts owners on
the back foot, and they provide a stable
financing service to plug the gap.”
Medium term finance refers to longerterm financial solutions, for example
when a business needs to invest in
fixed assets such as buildings, vehicles,
plant and machinery. ReichmansCapital
provides finance for the acquisition of
productive assets either via financial

Ultimately,
you want
relationship-based
support, with a
financier who is
prepared to walk
the road with
you through
good times
and bad.
Arthur Ansley,
CEO ReichmansCapital

lease or sale and leaseback – they also
have flexibility in respect of repayment
terms given the seasonality of many
businesses – they are also able to assist
with the importation of the goods where
appropriate.

Questions to ask
If you are in the situation where you
need additional finance to grow your
operations, Ansley recommends starting
off by asking yourself exactly what your
business requirements are. “From there,
ask what an ideal financier should look
like,” he says. “Ultimately, you want
relationship-based support, with a
financier who is prepared to walk the road
with you through good times and bad.” He
says that ReichmansCapital understands
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that businesses run into difficulties and
will provide guidance to point their target
market clients in the right direction in
these cases.
ReichmansCapital target the privately
owned business market and understand
that when it comes to getting
funding, lengthy turnaround times
and bureaucracy are not conducive to
efficient operations – they are able to
make decisions quickly and are innovative
in providing the ideal product offering
coupled with ease of transaction – this
approach has underpinned their strong
brand and reputation in the market.
Call +27 11 286 8275 or
visit: www.reichmanscapital.com

MONEY MATTERS

DUE DILIGENCE
An inevitable destination on any start-up’s yellow brick road to investment success...
In the age old classic, The Wizard of
Oz, Dorothy is advised to follow the
yellow brick road through the surreal and
unfamiliar world of Oz until she reaches
the Emerald City. Red boots and all, she,
together with her travel companions,
set out on this journey, facing some
unnerving scenarios along the way. Sound
familiar?
Although not written with start-ups in
mind, this story can easily serve as a
metaphor to illustrate the fascinating
world start-up entrepreneurs must
navigate on the “yellow brick road” to
their next “Emerald City” destination. Be
it funding rounds, impossible deadlines,
incubator pitches or that big exit – this
journey has it all.
One of the most important, however, notso-often-mentioned, destinations on this
“yellow brick road” are due diligence (DD)
investigations. While often-forgotten, its
potential impact on future investment
success should always be kept in mind.

“DD” investigations explained
Startuplawyer.com defines a due
diligence (DD) as “an investigatory
process performed by potential investors
or acquirers, to assess the viability of
an investment or acquisition and the
accuracy of the information provided by
the target corporation (or start-up)”.

Saving documents in an orderly and
easily accessible folder system eases
the process of any due diligence
investigation.

As such, although a due diligence is
usually done by the investors, any startup would be well-advised to consider
the due diligence implications of all their
actions leading up to that point. Simply
put, this starts by ensuring that internal
processes are in place to accurately and
continuously record, save and timeously
update documentation from the get go.

market size, team structure), key
and material agreements, financial
management and annual statements,
asset valuation, regulatory approvals,
product development and proof of
intellectual property (IP).

More specifically, this could include:
documentation and official company
records, items relating to internal
governance procedures, stakeholders’
communications and company
information (i.e. organisation information,

Saving these documents in an orderly and
easily accessible folder system eases the
process of any due diligence investigation,
which in turn speeds up negotiations and
valuations, potentially staving off weeks
on an investment timeframe.
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A well-rounded snapshot
Any sensible investor likes to determine
exactly what it is that they are investing
into before they do so. Doing this would
include considering various factors,
including: compliance with the potential
investor’s investment model, the financial
position and investment viability of the
start-up, material risks related to its
business model, management structure,
founders’ commitment, company
valuation, legal standing and regulatory
compliance.

Better SAFE than sorry?
Perhaps not.
In short, investors are eager to get an
all-inclusive and well-rounded snapshot
of the start-up to encourage them to
provide the necessary funding and to
see if the two parties are a good fit.
Therefore, if a start-up can provide this
information accurately and timeously,
it may well contribute to investment
negotiations being concluded far more
easily than anticipated. While due
diligences generally take longer than
anticipated, being adequately prepared
and organised avoids many a pitfall.
Regardless of whether the investment
proceeds, a DD is a good trial by fire
for any start-up. Concerns or queries
are highlighted in detail in the report,
providing an objective and holistic view
of all the facets contributing to the
start-up’s business. Don’t be duped into
a DD too easily, though. A commitment
from investors (usually in the form of a
term sheet) are important, especially
during early-stage negotiations, in
order to ensure that mutual benefits are
derived from the investigation.
Although a DD is a high level and
intense review of the start-up’s
business, it need not be a daunting
experience. Remember, both the
investor and the start-up should
benefit from this process – the startup showing off its true colours, and
the investor justifying its investment.
As such, communicating honestly to
avoid any confusion, disappointment
or time wastage is well advised before
any DD and subsequent negotiations
commence.
All considered, if a start-up is proactively engaging this inevitable
destination from the get-go, the DD
need only be a brief stopover on your
“yellow brick road” to the next Emerald
City destination.

A Simple Agreement for Future Equity (SAFE) was created to provide
start-ups and investors investment opportunities with a standard,
no-frills approach at minimum legal costs. The goal is that the startup receives the funds without losing much equity and control, while
the investor gets an opportunity to invest early on without any major
negotiations and legal costs generally associated with venture capital
deals. Most SAFE’s are five pages or less, making it a concise and
unswerving open-source template document available for parties to
use in early-stage funding rounds. Given the Silicon Valley roots to this
capital raising option, an important first step before using a SAFE should
be to determine if it is appropriate and applicable to your funding or
investment goals, given the smaller and more concentrated South
African start-up environment.
In short, a SAFE works as follows: A start-up provides an investor with
the opportunity to purchase a right to subscribe for equity at the
occurrence of a future event (usually preferred shares depending on the
nature of the event). This future event is usually one of three things,
namely, a further funding round (also known as an Equity Event), a
Liquidity Event or a Dissolution Event. SAFEs are ideal for start-ups. It
provides them the benefit of raising significant funding by issuing more
SAFEs, not relinquishing any control of their ventures and giving them
the flexibility of providing different valuation caps for separate investors
on an ad hoc basis. SAFEs are also not intended to be regarded as loans,
thereby providing significant upside to start-ups by limiting their credit
risk and exposure.
Despite these benefits, however, nothing comes without a price, and for
start-ups that price is usually the fact that if the value of the start-up is
high at an Equity Event, the safe-holders will convert to receive a higher
percentage of equity in the business at a considerable discount, when
compared to any new investors coming on board. There are risks on the
investor side as well, and as such a balanced view of these risks should
be understood against the backdrop of the potential opportunities.

This article was written by an Associate at Dommisse Attorneys.
www.dommisseattorneys.co.za
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8 TYPES of INSURANCE every

business owner should consider
Pinpoint exactly what you should invest in to make sure you’re adequately covered...
Insurance can seem like a burdensome
expense for the bootstrapping
entrepreneur; until of course, something
goes wrong. Dawie Buys of the South
African Insurance Association (SAIA)
makes the point that as soon as any
business opens their doors they expose
themselves to risk. This means that
planning for an insurance expense right
from the start is important – perhaps
kicking off with the “must-haves” and
then moving towards adding in some
“nice-to-haves” down the line. How
you discern between the two and work
out the specifics largely depends on
the kind of business you’re in and the
budget you’re working with. Here is a
comprehensive list of insurance options
to discuss with both your accountant and
broker/insurer:

PROPERTY INSURANCE
>>
If you own the premises you work from,

including a separate factory, warehouse
or other storage areas, you should
consider a policy that will protect you
in the event of fire, theft, vandalism etc.
You can extend this policy for specific
risks, depending on your context, for
example, for storm damage, explosions
or earthquakes. Burglary and theft is
included in comprehensive cover, but if
your office is separated from the rest of
the business, you will need to insure these
areas separately. A Burglary and Theft
policy pays out on a first loss basis, or on
the amount you identified as the biggest
loss you could face in a single burglary.

WORKER’S COMPENSATION
>>
This policy provides insurance to

employees who are injured on the job,
in the form of wage replacement and
medical benefits to those who are injured
while working. This is an extremely
important type of cover because it
protects the business owner and company
from legal complications – in exchange
for these benefits, employees give
up their rights to sue their employer

for any incident occurred on the job.
While of particular relevance for factory
workers and those involved in daily
physical activities, some sort of worker’s
compensation should be considered, even
for office-based staff members.

LIABILITY INSURANCE
>>
Every business, even if home-based,
needs to have liability insurance. This
provides both defense and damages if
you, your employees or your products
or services cause or are alleged to
have caused bodily injury or property
damage to a third party. There are
various permutations on this policy, for
example, if you repair vehicles, this policy
should be extended to include defective
workmanship through a Product Liability
Policy. And a hairdresser should include
Professional Liability cover in their policy
in the event that they injure a client
while cutting their hair. It’s important to
understand the difference between what
is and isn’t covered by each policy.
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VEHICLE INSURANCE
>>
If company vehicles will be used, those

vehicles should be fully insured to protect
businesses against liability if an accident
should occur. At the very least, businesses
should insure against third-party injury,
but comprehensive insurance will cover
that vehicle in an accident, as well. If
employees are using their own cars for
business, their own personal insurance
will cover them in the event of an
accident. One major exception to this is if
they are delivering goods or services for
a fee. Goods-in-transit cover would be
necessary for a business that transports
goods to customers, and provides
protection of goods from the time they
are loaded until they are despatched at
the consignee’s premises.

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
>>
INSURANCE

This type of insurance protects the
directors and management of a company
against their actions that affect the
profitability or operations of a company.
If a director finds themselves in a legal

CASE STUDY

A business tested through flames
situation as a direct result of their
actions on the job, this type of
policy can cover costs or damages
lost as a result of a lawsuit.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
>>
INSURANCE
If a disaster or catastrophic event
does occur, a business’s operations
will likely be interrupted. During
this time, your business will suffer
from lost income due to your staff’s
inability to work in the office,
manufacture products or make sales
calls. This is often the case with a
company that requires a physical
location in order to do business,
such as retail stores. Business
interruption insurance compensates
a business for its lost income during
these events.

DATA BREACH
>>
If a business stores sensitive or

non-public information about
employees or clients on their
computers, servers or in paper files,
they are responsible for protecting
that information. A Data Breach
policy provides protection against
the losses involved should a breach
of some form take place, either
electronically or from a paper file.

LIFE INSURANCE
>>
This type of insurance, which sees

a certain amount being paid to a
beneficiary upon one’s death, is
very important because it allows
for peace of mind. A business can
insure itself against the financial
loss it would suffer if a key person
in their business died or were
rendered unable to work, through
investing in key person protection.
Once you have invested in
appropriate policies, be sure to
avoid the common mistakes of
forgetting to add new purchases to
policies, or selecting the incorrect
cover. Read through your policy
carefully to familiarise yourself with
any exclusions, and make sure you
understand the excess structure.
And don’t let it gather dust – make
sure you review your insurance at
least annually.

Resilient leadership and a strong team dynamic saw these
companies through a crisis situation…
On the night of November
1, 2017, Wendy Turton and
Sonja Klopper watched
as three of their factories
were engulfed in flames.
By the time they arrived
on the scene, it was clear
that they were set to lose
all finished goods and
racking in the factories, as
well as much of their raw
materials. Quick thinking
by an employee limited the extent of the
damage in the production areas when he
directed firefighters to these important
zones.
Turton heads up Elcarbo, a 30-person
strong family-owned business that
is a leading supplier of engineering
consumables. And Klopper is at the helm
of Ekamant South Africa, a brand that
was founded in Sweden and added to
Elcarbo’s basket of goods in 2009.
The morning after the fire, it became
clear that while the concrete walls of the
factories were still standing, the company
had lost important head office documents
and equipment. Before the ashes had even
had a chance to cool, the management
team met to decide on the way forward
and to assign responsibility for the various
tasks required to get them up and running
again.
Fortunately, the entire team responded
strongly, and within two hours an
operational centre had been set up at
Elcarbo and all phone lines diverted to
this office. “Customers and shareholders
were contacted and made aware of our
setback and how we were dealing with
it,” explains Turton. “This was crucial in
keeping them on board and maintaining
these relationships.”
To start manufacturing again, the team
required authorisation from their
insurance company to start cleaning their
machinery. To speed up the process they
focused on getting an assessor appointed
quickly and on-site as soon as possible.

November is a critical period for stock
building, so the team needed to quickly
assess what they had on hand, what
raw materials were still usable, and start
reordering critical items from offshore
suppliers. This had to be done with cash
flow top of mind. Within four days they
were able to start new production runs
on a scheduled overtime plan. And, by
working overtime for six weeks continually,
they were able to supply their customers
satisfactorily. A true case of customer
orientation!
Because of excellent employee relations,
flexibility and adaptability in the face
of this challenge, Elcarbo and Ekamant
survived this test.

LESSONS LEARNT

  Build a committed team and no

challenge will keep you down.
 You truly are stronger together – even
in business.
  By communicating with clients, you
will keep their loyalty.
 Your competitors may even surprise
you with their support.
 Risk management is important and
should be a priority.
  Make sure you understand your
insurance policy and that all values are
assessed in detail.
  Communication is critical. Think about
having your server and PABX in the Cloud
to ensure continued communication.
As told to Steve Reid who heads up the Centre for
Entrepreneurship for False Bay College and launched its
Rapid Incubator Hub in 2016. Contact him at
steve.reid@falsebaycollege.co.za or visit:
www.falsebaycollege.co.za to find out more.
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Full setup
R345 000

Be part of this fast growing franchise
family - available countrywide.
The Braai Hut is looking to serve up delicious, traditional
braaivleis fare - steak, chops, sausage and more - in
malls and other sites across the country. The stores
offer a full range of freshly prepared, take-away braai
meals along with salads, pap and other side orders.

Braai/Barbeque ★ Take

★S
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A’s favourite food

Full service car wash
franchises. Easy to operate.
Good return on investment.

WASH. DRY. POLISH. VALET
Full setup
R185 000

For more info on our range of franchises please contact us on Tel: 072 203 7872
Email: info@sabizopps.co.za | www.sabizopps.co.za | Facebook: www.facebook.com/sabizopps

Easy-to-run franchise
with low investment and
good returns. Expandable
as your business grows.

Full setup
R185 000

Laundry Delivery service
Drop off service Tailoring

A one stop printing franchise
that is affordable and highly
profitable. Our services are
needed by every business,
organization, household, etc.

Full setup
R195 000

Copying Photo print Internet

Printing

T-shirt print

Gifts and more...

SA BIZ OPPS
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The AUTO Industry

Keep your eyes on the road…
Or you might miss out on the next big opportunity.
It started long before Uber. Disruption
has been a hallmark of the automotive
industry since its earliest days, but the
industry is changing faster today than in
the past 100 years driven by a host of
disruptive technologies. Turn to p46 for
an overview of what future customers can
expect from the sector.
In 2017 new-vehicle sales reached about
555 700 units, according to the National
Association of Automobile Manufacturers
of South Africa (Naamsa), with the market
expected to improve by around 3% this
year. Pre-owned cars currently outsell new
ones at nearly 3:1. Gumtree alone sees
over 1.4 million South Africans browsing
the pre-owned car section every month.
This is all good news for investors looking
for franchise or business opportunities in
the automotive industry.

DO THE GROUNDWORK

Whether you choose to work directly on
vehicles or provide a service to mechanics,
there are automotive service franchises
and business opportunities to meet just
about every pocket and skills set. But,
how do you choose the auto opportunity
that’s right for you? Only you can make
that all-important decision, but you need
to arm yourself with plenty of information
about the industry you plan on entering,
the franchise or business you want to join,
and the future prospects for the brand
and the strength of particular location
identified, if applicable. The research takes
time; don’t be pressured into making
a hasty purchase decision. A sound
franchisor will want you to do a proper
assessment of yourself and the system
before signing on the dotted line.

To help you make the right decision
thoroughly investigate as many different
franchises as possible before narrowing
your list down to two or three that you
are interested in. Then compare their
support systems, training, administration
and back-up. The right option should
also fit your budget and luckily the auto
market spans everything from lowinvestment part-time opportunities
through to full service auto repair shops
with a significant outlay and equally
significant expected returns.
Personal interest, skills, and experience,
are also important deciding factors.
A sound franchise system will offer
training and support to ensure you acquire
the necessary skills. The track record of the
opportunity you are investigating is key.
You should plan on visiting the company
head office to get first-hand impressions
of the franchisor’s staff and operations.
While there will be formal interviews down
the line, this initial contact is a great way
to assess whether or not you can envisage
becoming part of this “team”.
Approach existing franchisees as well as a
few who have left the system to find out
what it takes to be successful within the
system. Write down any questions you
have and take careful notes.
Throughout the process check your level
of interest. And, once you have made your
decision approach the franchisor formally
– now it’s their turn to find out if you’re a
good fit for them.

SET YOURSELF APART

You’ll quickly find out from your research
that the auto sector is highly competitive.
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To improve your chances of success once
you are up and running you will need to
pay special attention to customer needs
and offer great service. Unfortunately, the
industry has been tarnished over the years
by fly-by-night operators looking to cut
corners.
Know your products so that you can speak
knowledgably to your customers and steer
them in the right direction if they ask your
advice. Develop clear procedures that all
employees must adhere to when dealing
with customers – from greeting them to
how to handle complaints. This will all help
to create and establish relationships with
your customers that will hopefully not
only result in a purchase, but will see them
coming back time and time again.
Extra touches can make all the difference
and will influence how your customers
view your business. Little things like
thoroughly cleaning vehicles after a service
or repair and keeping a close eye on stock
levels to provide a quick turnaround make
all the difference.

Making space
Your Business petrol head Wallace du Plessis takes the Tiguan Allspace for a spin.
Put to the test
The engine on the car we drove puts out
162kW and torque of 350Nm through
a delightful 7-speed DSG box. VW
claims 8.1L, but my consumption was
10.1L/100km. The long-term consumption
of the test car was 10.6L/100km.
Towing ability has also improved. The
4MOTION equipped Comfortline and
Highline models are able to tow up to
2500kg (braked 8% incline). Although
quite a big car, it handles almost like a
Golf GTI with loads of power and almost
immediate throttle response.
The VW Tiguan was always
a little too small to be a
real all-rounder and and
was positioned somewhere
between a Golf – albeit
on stilts – and a station
wagon. Enter the new
Tiguan Allspace, a longer,
bigger, “better” model...
To create some serious
cargo space, you can fold
the third row of seats down
to extend the boot space
to 700 litres. Fold the
second row flat, and you
have 1775 litres of boot
space and a cargo space
length of 1921mm. That is
almost van-like.

Better access
The rear doors of the
Tiguan Allspace are long,
making access easy. Other
innovations includes the
“connected community”,
which uses Android Auto
or Apple CarPlay. This new
system is really good.
The Allspace is available
in three trim lines –
Trendline, Comfortline
and Highline. The Allspace
has more standard
features than the normal
wheelbase model (NWB)
model; highlighting its
positioning between

Wallace du Plessis

Road or off-road?
The Allspace comes with either an Offroad package or a R-Line road package,
which has a hefty price-tag. The R-Line
package is available with the Comfortline
and Highline models. It features a lowered
sports suspension with specially shaped
body-coloured front and rear bumpers,
gloss black front air intakes and bodycoloured side skirts.
The Tiguan Allspace provides some
driving functions that are partially

the NWB Tiguan and
the substantially heftier
Touareg.

The Tiguan is pleasant and easy to drive
in town and out touring. VW have created
a really comfortable, spacious cabin. The
Allspace will be a great tourer or multi-use
vehicle.

The Tiguan Allspace
1.4 TSI comes in frontwheel-drive only. All other
Tiguan Allspace models
have 4MOTION (allwheel drive) as standard.
The front-wheel drive
Trendline can comfortably
accommodate large trailer
loads of up to 2000kg
(braked 8% incline). The
4MOTION equipped
Comfortline and Highline
models are able to tow
up to 2500kg (braked 8%
incline).

Price as standard is R604 800, while our
test vehicle came it at approximately
R670 000. Accessories fitted to the test car
included metallic paint, towbar with assist
(R10 000), active display, head-up display
(R9 000), Adaptive cruise control with
front assist (R5 000), panoramic sunroof
(R12 000), leather seats (R11 000), 9.2 inch
touch screen with navigation (R12100) and
fancy 19” alloy wheels (R8 300).
The price-range is as follows:

automated, such as the Multi Collision
Braking System. Optiona ACC (Adaptive
Cruise Control) with Front Assist with City
Emergency Braking abilities is available on
all models.

• 1.4 TSI 110kW Trendline DSG (FWD),
R463 400
• 2.0 TSI 132kW Comfortline 4MOTION
DSG, R523 800
• 2.0 TDI 110kW Comfortline 4MOTION
DSG, R571 100
• 2.0 TSI 162kW Highline 4MOTION DSG,
R604 800
The new Tiguan Allspace comes standard
with a five-year/90 000km Service Plan
and a three-year/120 000km warranty. If
you’re shopping in this class, you may also
want to consider the Volvo XC60, Audi Q5,
Subaru Forester, Kia Sorento, Suzuki Grand
Vitara and BMW X3.
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The AUTO Industry

An AUTO-mated future ahead
Technology is revolutionising every industry; but perhaps none is being transformed
as radically as the automotive sector. If you have an auto-related business, make sure
you are aware of some of the latest trends...
A fully autonomous vehicle?
Fully autonomous vehicles are unlikely to
be commercially viable before 2020. Once
technological and regulatory issues have been
resolved, up to 15% of new cars sold in 2030 could
be fully autonomous. In the meantime, advanced
driver-assistance systems (ADAS) will help us
understand and prepare for the reality of cars taking
over control from drivers.

CAR SHARING

Source: www.technavio.com and www.mckinsey.com

Industry experts have found
that, over the past few
years, emotional attachment
to cars has decreased
significantly. By 2030 it is
estimated that one out of
every ten cars sold will be
a shared vehicle, reflecting
the movement towards ecoconsciousness and reducing
one’s carbon footprint.
Individuals are increasingly
using multiple modes of
transportation to complete
their journey; for example
goods and services are
delivered to rather than
fetched by consumers. As
a result, the traditional
model of car sales will be
complemented by a range of
diverse, on-demand mobility
solutions, especially in dense
urban environments that
discourage private-car use.
While consumers today
mostly use their cars for all
purposes – from commuting
to work to taking their family

to the beach; in future they
may want the flexibility to
choose the best solution
for a specific purpose;
on demand and via their
smartphones. This new habit
of using tailored solutions
for each purpose will lead to
new segments of specialised
vehicles designed for very
specific needs. For example,
the market for a car
specifically built for e-hailing
services (such as Uber) – a
car designed for high usage,
robustness, additional
mileage and passenger
comfort.
Market analysts predict
that the concept of car
sharing will also undergo
big-time customisation in
2018; with Uber already
allowing passengers to use
an auxiliary cable for music,
and in some cases even
offering snacks and drinks
to enhance the passenger’s
core riding experience.
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When they do become commonplace, they will
offer tremendous benefits like reduced accidents
and better traffic management; not to mention
value for consumers – for example, the ability to
work while commuting, or the convenience of using
social media or watching movies while traveling.
2018 was pegged as the year when a string of
automotive giants would launch their own variants
of autonomous vehicles.

Going electric
Since 2016, the sales of electric cars have
reached close to 10 million units, which
explains why the “big guys” like General
Motors, Daimler AG and VW have
entered this lucrative market with their
own models. With the declining reservoir
of non-renewable energy sources an
increasing reality, there is no doubt that
electrified vehicles will become viable
and competitive, however, the speed of
their adoption will vary at local level. It’s
important to note that electrified vehicles
include a large portion of hybrid electrics,
which means that even beyond 2030, the
internal-combustion engine will remain
very relevant.

CLOUD, BLOCKCHAIN, BIG DATA
AND MORE
Digital innovation trends are
rippling across every industry,
with the auto sector being no
exception. Industry 4.0, the
name for the current trend of
automation and data exchange
in manufacturing technologies,
has transformed every aspect
of automobile production,
from design and operation
to the servicing of physical
systems.
Cloud technology enables
scaling of different processes
and services, thereby reducing
costs and eliminating any
scope for waste. Blockchain
capabilities have emerged
as the best possible solution
for a major challenge in the
auto industry: dealing with
counterfeit parts. Blockchain
simplifies the methods to
identify and remove these
parts, bringing transparency
into the system and improving
overall pricing strategies.
Industry experts even believe

that blockchain will eventually
enable fair pricing in the car
market.
Big data is playing an
increasingly important role
in the auto industry, and in
the US the Department of
Transportation has mandated
that all new cars must digitally
communicate as of 2020. Ford
and Toyota have already joined
forces to launch open platform
infotainment systems that will
connect to popular mobile
phone operating systems like
Android and iOS. With these
developments, we will start
to witness a higher number
of cars with interconnected
features.
On the manufacturing side,
3D printing has come a long
way, with a few big players in
the industry having developed
various 3D car prototypes. This
method offers safety benefits
and is also cost effective.

A classic comeback
If you have a love for classic cars, but dislike their
lack of fuel efficiency and general functioning
disadvantages, good news is that you may well be
able to electrify your beauty. A number of auto
industry players are targeting avid collectors as
their key audience, and while the initial conversion
may seem expensive (with some starting at the
R247 771.80 mark) the long-term savings will be
evident when it comes to maintenance costs as
well as emissions taxes. The market is seeing the
most-beloved 70’s era Porsche Carreras and classic
Volkswagens restored to perfection with long-range
battery systems, and even Jaguar has released the
E-Type Zero, once described by Enzo Ferrari as “the
most beautiful car in the world”. This classic design
has been matched with a fully electric powertrain
– a modern renaissance of sorts for what many
consider to be a work of automotive art.
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SHOWCASE Advertorial

BECOME A FRANCHISEE
Established in 1999, Hi-Q is a successful and diverse multi-product, multi-brand
leader in the tyre replacement and service industry with a network of over 130
franchisees nationwide.
With the support of international tyre
giant Goodyear, Hi-Q has established
a solid reputation of ‘the one you can
trust’, and the Hi-Q approach and
philosophy is embedded in this. We
have the trust of our customers, our
network and our suppliers – that’s why
you can trust us to take you and your
business to the next level.

We have identified areas of opportunity to extend our Franchise footprint growth.
If you are looking to join a new franchise and you share in our values and vision, we
would like to hear from you.

When you’re working with people’s
safety, trust forms the most significant
part of the equation.
Hi-Q introduced the original and
innovative TyreSurance initiative the only aftermarket tyre damage
guarantee product that backs the
consumer no matter the brand of tyre.

Each Hi-Q Franchise offers a broad range
of brands within the different product
and service categories that customers
know they can trust, and at prices they
can afford. Product and services include
tyres, exhausts, shocks, batteries or
brakes, wheel alignment or balancing, and
a 10-point safety check.

For further information on how to become a Hi-Q
franchisee, call us on +27 11 394 3150.
Email: wynand_loubser@goodyear.com
Click here to visit: www.hiq.co.za
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We would like to invite you to
join us on the
journey

2010 - 2017
Voted No.1 Tyre Retailer by South African
consumers in the Ask Afrika Icon Brands survey.

ON EVERY PASSENGER, SUV AND 4X4 TYRE.

This is an invitation to all innovative entrepreneurs who are seeking new
and exciting opportunities - here’s your chance to become part of a winning team.

The

Way

• Voted the No.1 tyre retailer for 8 years running.
• Reputation of ‘the one you can trust’, with customers, network and suppliers.
• First-class service and multi-product/multi-brand oﬀering.
• Ground-breaking product innovations such as TyreSurance on all tyre brands.
• Network of over 130 franchisees countrywide.
• Support of

value proposition.

To find out more about the Hi-Q franchise offer contact
+27 11 394 3150 or
wynand_loubser@goodyear.com

SHOWCASE Advertorial

Snap-on to this
great opportunity
Invest in a brand that’s renowned for delivering personalised, professional service...
right at the customer’s place of work.
A successful Snap-on dealership requires
hard work, planning and the development
of personal relationships with customers.
As a Snap-on dealer, you will enjoy a
professional and respected position in the
tool industry with good income potential.

Support to succeed

Snap-on Incorporated is a leading global
innovator, manufacturer and marketer of
tools, diagnostic and equipment solutions
for professional tool users. Since 1920,
when Snap-on first developed the
interchangeable socket wrench, the
name “Snap-on” has been recognised as
the leader in providing the finest quality
tools and equipment for the professional
technician. Snap-on first entered the
international arena in 1931 and today has
a presence in over 130 countries around
the globe.
During this time, Snap-on pioneered
and perfected the idea of direct sales
to technicians, right at their place
of business, while providing credit
programmes so they could purchase the
tools that would build their business. The
company still does that today, and as a
leading marketer of tool and equipment
solutions, Snap-on provides aspiring
business owners with an opportunity to
partner with a financially strong company
with an outstanding reputation for
quality, service and innovation. If you
are seriously considering an investment

in a business, give yourself the benefit
of starting with an established industry
leader, and join the over 4500 dealers
worldwide that represent the Snap-on
brand of high-quality merchandise.

What’s on offer
Snap-on dealers are offered the
opportunity to purchase high-quality
tools manufactured and distributed by
Snap-on at a discount from suggested
retail prices, and to re-sell those products
at recommended prices. Dealers call
on their customers each week within
an allocated territory, which include
a wide variety of businesses such as
auto dealerships, independent repair
shops, auto-electricians, body shops and
others. Dealers need to have a suitable
van (approved by Snap-on Africa) with
the Snap-on designed tool display area
to encourage impulse buying. This
“Showroom on wheels” also allows
you to take products right to your
customer’s place of business and deliver
that personalised, professional service
associated with the Snap-on brand.
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One of the most important steps in
getting a new business off to a good
start is training. After a rigorous week in
the classroom learning the basics of the
business, new dealers will be assigned
a Sales Development Manager (SDM)
and a Diagnostic Sales Developer (DSD).
The SDM or DSD accompanies dealers
on their route for an initial period of two
to three weeks, to assist with training in
the day-to-day aspects of the business.
During this in-territory training period
the SDM or DSD covers sales training,
product knowledge, van display, credit
programme management, policies and
procedures and record keeping.
The good news is that the training
doesn’t stop there; the SDM &/or DSD
continue with on-going support, holding
regular Field Group Meetings to discuss
all aspects of the business; including new
initiatives, promotional programmes, and
developing product knowledge.

Getting the word out
Snap-on spends thousands of Rands
each year to promote Snap-on products
and the Snap-on brand through sales
and marketing campaigns. However,
unlike many companies that charge their
dealers an additional fee for advertising,
Snap-on provides advertising and
promotions as part of its service. Some of
the promotional arenas that the Snapon marketing department is involved in
includes media and trade publications,
sales contests and promotions,
promotional products, weekly promotions
backed up by electronic marketing
material & printed summaries of items
on promotion once a month. These are
all designed to help dealers grow their
business; with Head Office realising that
their own success as a company depends
on the success of its dealers.
A strategically planned DEMO VAN
programme exists currently, and is
available to participating Dealers to show
case other Snap-on product to their
customers that they wouldn’t ordinarily
have available in their own stock holding.
Take a virtual tour of the current demo
van by visiting www.snapon.co.za/
Content/Virtual_Tour/
Dealers have the opportunity to invite
their customers to regular seminars
to learn from experts in the field of
Diagnostics & to expose their customers
to the latest range of Snap-on
Diagnostic & similar equipment.

The investment cost of a Snapon dealership depends on one’s
circumstances and there are a few options
available. However, the minimum amount
of cash available to invest must be no
less than R150 000. Applicants must
also have their own panel vans. A Sales
Development Manager (SDM) will explain
costs, panel van preferences, and options
available at an initial meeting.
Buying a business is a serious undertaking
and a decision that must not be rushed.
That is why Snap-on makes no excuses for
having a lengthy application programme
that not only includes a number of
meetings, but also a minimum of three
days spent with existing dealers in
their territories. With many unique
features that sets it apart from other
opportunities on the market (including
being an established company with a
comprehensive product line, on-going
training and assistance, financing and
credit assistance programmes), a Snapon mobile dealership is well worth
investigating.

savvy, with sales experience could be
better suited to this business, this is by
no means a pre-requisite. Support in the
form of a family member to assist with
the everyday running of the business, and
perhaps the book-keeping & reporting
side would also be an advantage.

What expansion opportunities
are available?
The owner of a successfully run Snap-on
dealership can apply for a second territory.
This is quite common in other countries
where the dealership is well established.
It is not uncommon for the original
business owner to have invested in a
second territory for a family member
or sibling. This option would need to
be considered very carefully and in
collaboration & with final approval by
Snap-on management.
Contact The Business Manager on
031 569 7637, email: biz@snapon.co.za
or visit: www.snapon.co.za for more
information.

What type of person does this
business suit?
Like all owner-operated businesses, it
requires a highly motivated individual
to make a success of this opportunity,
and although a person who is technically
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EXPANSION

How to gear up for
expansion

Want to expand? Answer these questions first...
Growing a business is hard, and near
impossible if your foundations aren’t
strong. Any attempt to break through to
the next will level will be tested against
the pressures of an ever-changing
marketplace and fickle consumer demand.
And, challenges can appear as if out of
nowhere along the way.
The business environment and your
company culture are factors that can
cause you to stumble along the way. If
people are not aligned around a common
set of values, they may very well not
pull in the direction you want them to.
And, remember growth is not all about
the money; if you lack purpose and
vision it will be very difficult to achieve
sustainable growth.
Remember too that your business will not
move unless the people in your business
move. So if your team is incapable of
growing as individuals and as leaders, you
will find it hard to grow the business.

TEST THOSE FOUNDATIONS
The only way to prepare your business
for the challenges ahead is to test its
foundations before you start to scale.
Here are some key questions to ask:

Looking back

Dirk Coetsee

• What were the key learnings from past
growth periods of the business?
• What are the key learnings from any
failures and what counter-measures can
you build into your strategy to avoid
those failures from repeating themselves?
• What key business metrics that reveal
past performance can you study to ensure
that you fully understand the trends of
the business as well as the external forces
that impact the business?

The way things are
• How does your current state compare
to the past in terms of performance and
key business metrics?
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• Do you have enough strong leaders
in key positions as enablers towards
expansion?
• Can you provide sufficient financial and
operational support to ensure successful
expansion?

The ideal destination
• Do you have buy-in from the majority
of your workforce in relation to actualising
your future company vision, purpose and
goals?
• Are you empowering your team in
order to be able to meet the demands
that your future goals place on your
workforce?
• Do you have a business culture that is
flexible enough to embrace useful change
and positive enough to overcome the
natural obstacles that will occur as you
embark on your expansion plan?
Honest and truthful reflection and
some sound research will reveal if
your business has a foundation strong
enough to support exponential growth
and expansion. If the answer is “no”, it’s
time to go back to the drawing board
and focus on key areas of the business
before expanding. As you gear up, stay
relevant through research, development
and training. Use your resources to
develop leaders who can embrace useful

change, whose behaviour is aligned to
the vision of the company, and who
are keen and high-quality problem
solvers. Having the right people on
board is a key driver towards successful
expansion.
Dirk Coetsee is a business
leadership coach for start-ups
and established entrepreneurs.
He is also a qualified Master Life
coach and assists individuals to
get “unstuck” in their lives and
careers. You can contact him at:
dirk@dirkcoetseeglobal.com.

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

Advertorial

NO BETR way to start
your own business today!
Invest in the No.1 windscreen repair system...
As the industry leader in the
manufacturing and distribution of
professional autoglass repair and
restoration systems, No Betr Autoglass
Repair Systems are designed to be
operated by anyone, are completely
portable so that entrepreneurs can work
from anywhere and are packaged with
everything needed to turn the investment
into profit. And, with a one-day training
session with one of the company's experts,
investors can start work immediately.
No Betr products have all specially
manufactured to be durable, and basically
consist of a complete business in a
toolbox. The Windscreen Repair system
consists of a battery-operated system that
facilitates the repair of chips and cracks
of almost any size, with two repairs a day
giving a R9000 a month profit. The toolkit
costs R5500. The Headlight Restoration

system, with an investment
cost of R4000, helps restore
headlights to near-new
condition, with a special
coating that cures and bonds
to the lens. The glass polish
kit removes scratches from
any glass surface including
vehicle glass, shop fronts, patio
Successful training sessions with new entrepeneurs on their way to self sustaining
doors, show rooms, display
windows and more. At R7500,
a happy client. And be happy yourself!
it includes a complete glass restoration
”All the systems are great companions to
system with abrasives as well as a polish
anyone working within the motor industry
system with polish pads.
who are looking to provide exceptional
“The real entrepreneur will observe the
service to customers. They also come with
opportunity for this business in every car.
a 100% quality guarantee. "We have the
With millions of vehicles on the roads and
right system for anyone wanting to start
so many windscreens to chip/crack and
millions of headlights to fade, the supply of an affordable but profitable business, so
contact us today to get started," ends
work is endless! You can live from just one
Liebenberg.
job per day, while solving the problem for

KICKSTART YOUR OWN BUSINESS WITH EASY-TO-OPERATE MOBILE KITS
Windscreen Repair kit
only R5 500!

CAN
WOMEN TH IS!!
T
A
L
E
C
EX

High quality repairs of cracks and chips
(or get the starter kit for only R3 500!)

Glass Scratch Removal kit
only R7 500!

Headlight Restoration Kit
Violet protection
only R4 000! Ultra
spray included

Glass polishing for windscreens, table tops, building
glass, shopfronts, patio doors, showrooms, etc
(or R3,500 for STARTER KIT to remove single

Restore any headlight to look like new within
minutes. Training DVD included
(or get the handkit for only R950!)

stripes AND small dots on glass)

WORK ANYWHERE. EARN MONEY EVERYWHERE
Excellent for part time / full time or add to existing business

Before

After

Genuine outcome

THE PROOF IS IN
THE PUDDING

START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS TODAY
Our easy to operate windscreen
repair system can be turned into a
highly profitable business for any
candidate! Operate from anywhere
and make money everywhere!

Turn This

See how our headlight polishing
system cleans a faded headlight.
This miracle system makes 99% of
headlights to look brand new again!

The price you see is what you pay. No hidden
costs. Every kit is complete. No extra costs.

Into This

EACH KIT IS A BUSINESS ON ITS OWN AND
OFFERS A COMPLETE BUSINESS IN A TOOLBOX.
EACH KIT IS BOUGHT SEPARATELY.

Advantages of NO BETR windscreen repair kits:

• Easy to operate and learn.
• Unsurpassable in work quality - Professional kits.
• Cheap to purchase - can generate more than R15,000+ per month.
• Light weight and mobile (only 5kgs), battery operated (included).
locally available with minimum down time wherever you are.
• Parts
We do have everything in stock - parts and products - resin etc.
Offer permanent guarantee on your work.

• FREE intensive practical training or instruction DVD.
• Guaranteed work: every car on the road is a potential customer.
Get started today! Contact Frik Liebenberg on Cell: +27 82 364 9669
email frik@nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za or visit www.nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za

EXPANSION

Expanding your business
through franchising
Franchising can be a successful strategy for expansion, but your business must
already be a successful and memorable brand for the concept to work.
Essentially, the process of franchising means granting a third
party the right to use the existing business’s trademark or
name as well as its procedures and processes to produce or
offer specific products or services. Franchising is a good idea
for businesses that have a sustainable or growing demand for
their products or services. Several factors must, however, be
considered before adopting the franchising route:

Research is key
Businesses thinking about transitioning to a franchise operation
need to undergo due diligence and conduct research before
deciding to set up operations in every city. Something that is
working in Johannesburg may not have the same success in
Cape Town or Bloemfontein.

Commit resources to the process
Franchising can be a costly process. Prospective franchisees
need to be trained. This requires dedicating time and money to
transferring the necessary skills and knowledge. Not only are
manpower and training facilities needed, but franchises will
require ongoing support to be successful.

The price must be right
The price of the product or service needs to be priced
appropriately. It is not a good idea to franchise a business
with low margins on selling price. The margin needs to be high
enough for the franchisee to afford the royalty, marketing and
franchise fees that come with owning a franchise operation.
Should the margins be too low then the likelihood of a
franchisee pulling out is very high and your time and resources
have been wasted, along with it leaving a gap in the market.

The brand must be a good franchise fit
Businesses need to consider whether franchising is the best route
to go. Some brands are naturally more suited to franchising, such
as food and retail brands, whereas brands that perform a service
are much harder to manage and keep the same level of service
across all franchisees. Should the service levels drop at one of the
franchisees, you may feel the brand pressure at head office level.

On a positive note, franchising can help to grow brands and
broaden the business. The notion of ‘many heads are better than
one’ holds true when it comes to franchising, especially from a
strategy perspective. Building a team of franchisees who bring
new ideas to the table can result in even greater growth for the
business. For franchisees to do this, they need to believe in the
brand and trust that you, the franchiser, are there to support
them and that the royalties they are paying for are worth it.
That said, franchising is not a decision to be taken lightly.
Operations that do not have significant capital or the right
experience may find the process challenging and the terrain
difficult to negotiate. We do recommend that you speak to a
financial advisor who can help you work out the finances and
give you guidance on whether it is the right time to franchise
or not.

Anthea Kunz

Timing is critical
South Africa’s economy is characterised by bleak growth
prospects and diminished consumer spending. It is important
to consider how such an environment could affect fledgling
franchise operations. The question here is, “do you have enough
capital to float a franchise for the first couple of months to a
year if need be?”
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Anthea Kunz began her career as a trainee accountant at Deloitte
and, after working in their offices in Dubai and Pretoria, joined BDO
Pretoria in January 2018.

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

Advertorial

Help to create
SUPERHEROES

And create a successful business too...

SUPER INCORPORATED was born out of
the dream and vision of three individuals;
who discovered their own superpowers by
overcoming personal challenges; and set
about creating courses and curriculums to
help equip children aged 3-18 to do the
same. The franchise team, who together
have a background in psychology, teaching
and hospitality, have devised three
programmes that franchisees can roll out in
their agreed area of operation.

Super Kids focuses on life-skills
development, the programme focuses
on developing emotional, financial,
communication and leadership skills. Super
Linguists is a first-of-kind programme
in South Africa and seeks to lay the
foundation for the government’s proposed
Incremental Introduction of African
Languages policy. The Super Maestros
programme aims to make music fun and
to help children discover and develop their
inherent musical abilities.

A UNIQUE POSITION
IN THE MARKET

The franchise team knows that the extra-

mural industry in South Africa is highly
competitive. “To merely offer another
programme would prove fatal,” says Willie
Trytsman, Managing Director of Super
Incorporated. “Our growth will come from
our unique branding and “packaging” of our

product. The hype over superheroes will
drive our growth as all children want to be
superheroes.”
Super Incorporated has enjoyed everexpanding growth, with the recent opening
of two franchisor-owned franchises which
brings the total number of franchises
to four to in just eight weeks. For
entrepreneurs who have a passion for
children and who are willing to make a
difference in their lives, a Super franchise
is an opportunity for those with no formal
qualifications (although beneficial); though
driven to excel and grow. Full training is
offered to franchisees over 3 to 4 days in
Pretoria, which focuses on the use of the
intellectual property, marketing, reporting,
financial management and systems, lesson
presentation and so forth. Ongoing support
is also provided, and meetings and training
sessions are held twice a year.

MARKETING

Get your MARKETING
BASICS right
Your efforts
need to
ensure you
connect
with your
ideal
customers...
Small businesses often
face the challenges of
cashflow and limited
marketing budgets,
and it is therefore
more critical than ever
to make sure you’re
engaging the right
clients. Marketing
tactics can seem
complicated today,
with a maze of jargon
and a range of activities fighting for your
meagre marketing budget. Sadly, many
entrepreneurs lack knowledge of the
basics of marketing, and so end up not
achieving much impact at all.

Nadia Hearn

Truth be told, there is no quick fix in
marketing a business. And yes, there
are some techniques that can ensure
fast turnaround of leads. However, the
number one challenge remains that of
getting quality leads and brand exposure
for well-targeted markets. This simply
implies that more of the potential
customers that can potentially contact
the business need to be “ideal” in order
to convert a sale or to sell to. They must
need the services or products and qualify
to purchase.
There is no cookie cutter approach in
marketing that will guarantee the same
results, as each business, industry and
market is different and fluctuates. What is
not different, however, is that no matter
what you are selling, you are more than
likely not the only one. It is tricky to
get the balance right between having

ideal brand awareness versus driving a
business sales lead generation strategy
that is measured and converts into
business results.
Here are five tips that will demystify most
of these business challenges for you when
planning your marketing spend next:

▪ KNOW YOUR BUSINESS

Understanding your product and/or
service is most likely what you are great
at already – knowing your business is
not a given. In fact, 90% of businesses
we work with need support in better
understanding their business – that
means reviewing the business model,
structure and repositioning their business
brands. Remind yourself why you started
the business and what it means to your
target market. Many get stuck in hard
selling, rather than positioning the
offering as a solution to an existing need.
Knowing who is buying from you, the
patterns on when they buy, how often
and why, are helpful in planning better
ways to reach your ideal client.
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▪ KNOW YOUR MARKET

Start by taking a close look at what your
competitors are doing. You will learn a
great deal from them. Be smart and learn
from their successes and failures so you
do not have to pay for making these
mistakes yourself.
The leading competitors have better
and winning strategies, so what are they
doing to get clients? I am not implying
you should become a copycat, but rather
understand the strategy and come up
with your own creative ideas that follow
a similar tactic. An example would be
leading retailer Pick n Pay’s creative
Stikeez campaign 1 and 2, that gave
Checkers, Spar and Food Lover’s Market
the green light to run similar (and perhaps
more successful?) customer loyalty and
incentive campaigns.
Also consider the start-up and new kid on
the block you have heard about or may
not be aware popped up. They may be
more innovative and pushing boundaries,
as they are able to be agile and adapt to

the changes in your market or industry;
perhaps even being better at social media
or integrating new technology. You may
be able to learn how you can modernise
your offering by looking at these.

▪ KNOW YOUR BUSINESS
NUMBERS

This again sounds simple, yet in practice
it took me years to get my own business
numbers into a process that showed me
the true reality of my business flow: in
sales, production, and actual income or
money in the bank. Often high overheads
can impact the business, and in addition
to the basic 101 of knowing your balance
sheets, ensure you look at minimising
your business expenses on hard costs
– expensive rentals, phone bills, office
luxuries etc. Do not waste money in
areas that will not bring in business. Do
the basics right, offer more staff the

where leads come from. Also break down
targets into whether you are selling to a
reseller wholesale or direct to consumers.
Split the % of sales in your target; you are
likely to make more money selling directly
vs. to resellers, but with resellers you get
a bulk income injection for your cashflow.

▪ CREATE YOUR SALES
STRATEGY NOW WITH
REALISTIC GOALS

Start with planning how many customer
leads from each source (or funnel) are
needed, how many mails and calls need
to be made; feet through the door to
sell to the percentage of them that you
need to convert into sales, where they
will come from, how you will offer them
value, how you will sell to them, and why
they would buy from you. You will not
sell to all your leads, and not during the
same period. The maths is simple: if you

Never forget that selling to someone who
has already bought from you is so much
easier and cheaper than marketing and
finding new customers. Innovate on your
offering by providing “wow” experiences
and selling what they need with real
value in order to sustain your business
momentum. You can also expand your
strategic partnerships to include add-on
services that may support your offering,
without having to change anything to
your business model – and then you can
increase your sales. Think about potential
partners and how you can create joint
ventures; this can also take your business
to the next level.

Do not waste money in areas that will
not bring in business. Do the basics
right, offer more staff the option of
working remotely and get a good
workflow system in place.
option of working remotely and get a
good workflow system in place. Manage
systems, not people; these systems can
also provide you with the numbers.
Once you have worked on saving on
expenses, you will have more funds
available to place into areas of the
business that can convert into business
sales. Work out what you want to
achieve; large targets never helped any
business without a game plan of how to
get to the target.
Do this little exercise in what I call reverse
engineering: break down your targets into
how many sales you need to make, over
which period (per week or month), and
then work out how many actions there
are to achieve the numbers. This means
that you need to know what your real
profit margins are, i.e. cost of sale. Do
not guess – work it out per service, per
product. You also need to work out what
it takes to make a sale, what the process
is to warm up a potential customer and

Have you really got the market and are
you offering them value? If so, can you
do it better? If not, ask yourself first
whether you gained the credentials and
have you built up a good solid business
within this market, so as to give them
the value they’re looking for. Before you
think about new markets, please ensure
you have a sustainable plan on client
retention and that you remain on top of
your game.

had 100 enquiries, calls etc. and you sold
to five that day – you have a 5% average
conversion rate. This you can also break
down now into where the lead come
from, to see how many come from an
advert or social media, and so on.
An easy method tracks weekly or daily
leads, including which platform they came
from them or which marketing activity
brought them in. You can track who sold
to them (from your sales team), what and
how much they bought, how long it took
to close the deal, when they paid and
how. From this you’ll be able to see what
is working best and make good decisions
based on solid knowledge.

Once you have worked out and
implemented the above, you want to
consider new markets that you can add
and market to in order to gain a new flow
of quality leads – perhaps take a niche
industry approach and get more focussed
in your sales approach to target market
segmentations. See how your service/
product helped an industry and look at
what other industries may benefit too;
adjust your messages and campaigns to
address that niche industry. Remember
that your business cannot be everything
to everybody – segment and package
everything with each niche market in
mind, and why they need you/it.
Marketing a business is simple. But you
need to make sure that you’ve got the
right foundations in place, and that you’re
constantly tracking your efforts against a
solid plan.

▪ EXPAND YOUR REACH

TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Since you are keeping an eye on
measuring your marketing efforts versus
your business results/conversion now,
you can move onto cross-checking how
your business is performing in your
niche market or primary target market.

Nadia Hearn is a PR, Brand
Engineer, Radio Presenter and
Speaker. Contact her on
nadia@get-published.co.za.
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BUILD your BRAND
from the inside out
A brand identity goes
way beyond how a
business articulates
what it wants to
be known for, its
image and the
visual aspect; it is
about what the
market experiences
when they buy a
product or service,
or in fact have any form
of interaction with a
business.

The brand is the one consistent aspect of the business that
continuously communicates what the business stands for, its
purpose, meaning and desired impact in the market. Building a
brand is like leaving an imprint that others can clearly recognise as
yours. So, how do you create a brand that clearly communicates
the true identity of your business?

Busi Raphekwane

YOUR DESIRED IMPACT
The first key thing is to determine the impact you would like your
business to have in the market. This goes beyond the service or
product the business will offer by clearly defining the impact the
business intends to have in the market. This also refers to the type
of value your business will add to its market and the one thing that
the market will remember the business for. We usually recognise
brands for the impact they’ve had on us through their offering.
For example, the brand ‘’Nike’’ stands for victory, conquering, high
achievement; achieving big dreams.
Although the business designs and makes athletic shoes, the
impact of their product goes way beyond comfortable shoes for
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sporting activities. The brand is inspirational and reminds people
to go after their dreams and to ‘’just do it’’. Everyone that interacts
with the business refers to Nike as a brand that pushes people
to go after their goals with no hesitation. Therefore, the first key
question that you need to ask yourself when you build your brand
is; what impact would you like to have in the market? This is the
critical step of building any brand. Once you have clearly defined
the impact you would like to have in the market, you can then start
working out how exactly you are going to do that and how you will
communicate your intention to the market.

WHAT’S YOUR DNA?
The second step is to clearly define the DNA of the business. This
refers to the true identity of the business and its unique qualities or
characteristics. In order to determine, your business’ DNA you need
to know:
• What problem your business aims to solve in the market
• Why the business exists and what it aims to achieve in the
market

• What the business wants to achieve for
the owner/s to see it as successful
• What values the business lives by
• What makes the business different from
its competitors
• What the business stands for
• What are the key objectives of the
business.

EACH AND EVERY
TOUCHPOINT
The third step involves determining what
you need to do in the business to ensure
that it has the impact you have articulated
and that it stays true to its DNA. Because
the brand is continuously communicating,
even when the business is not consciously
marketing its products or service. It is
important to be very aware of all the things
that contribute to the message that is sent
out to the market by the brand.
Every single function in the business

contributes to the development of the
brand. From the simple things such as how
the telephone is answered and where your
business is located, to the way in which you
interact with your customers, how you treat
your staff members, and the culture of the
business. In order to determine what you
need to live up to the impact you desire as
a business and to stay true to its DNA, you
need to look at every single activity in the
business and ensure that each one speaks
to the ultimate impact you want to achieve
in the market. This can start from the
people you hire and the suppliers you have
relationships with, to the type of dialogue
you use internally and externally, along with
your interactions with all stakeholders etc.

While the look and feel of your logo, the
colour palettes of your corporate identity
and the marketing you put out to the
market is important, it is the last step in a
long brand-building process. A brand is built
from within and is not “put on” but rather
“put out”. It is a deliberate process which
requires consistency and diligence from
all the people within the business. It is not
something that should be driven by the
business owner alone – every single person
and all activities in the business contribute
to the development of your brand.

Every single interaction the business has
with the market contributes to the brand
formation. It is therefore necessary for you
to be deliberate in all activities so that the
true identity and desired impact can be
known in the market.

Busi Raphekwane is an entrepreneur
development expert and founder of
The Transformation Legacy. Contact
her at:
busi@transformationlegacy.com,
010 005 5753 or visit:
www.transformationlegacy.com.

KILL-A-BUG

Kill-A-bug are specialists in Pest control, weed control,
fumigation, lawn fertilisation, woodborer inspection,
the distribution of cleaning chemicals and equipment,
and the inspection, cleaning and repair of gutters.

Franchise cost | From R 124 950 ex Vat depending on area.
(R10 000 own working capital required, plus your own LDV and computer)

For your investment you will receive:
• Territorial rights for a specific area.
• Initial 3 Day training at an Agriseta approved Training Centre.
• Supervision and a full support program.
• In-field training, equipment and start-up package.
• Marketing support with a free advertisement campaign in a local
newspaper for at least 4 Weeks.
• Company registration and marketing materials (fliers & business cards).
• Administrative training, accounting system and business and financial
management support.
• Registration with all relevant Pest Control and Government Departments.

If you are motivated, willing to learn and eager to be successful, contact Leon van Rooyen
on 083 702 1359 | email leon@kill-a-bug.co.za or visit www.kill-a-bug.co.za
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Does your CORPORATE
IDENTITY have what it takes?
It’s your first impression, so make it count...

Dominique Sandwith

Traditionally people think of a corporate
identity or CI as the design of the
company’s logo, business card and
letterhead, but today it is so much more
than that. It is the initial impact your
brand makes, be it online or offline,
and how it’s presented to customers,
investors and employees.
Even an established company can
improve their corporate identity through
consistency on all platforms and by
following a few best practices:

1

Design every brand element

We’ve mentioned that your CI
includes your logo design, colours and
fonts, but what about your office space,

your website and social media imagery,
uniforms or corporate gifts and even your
delivery vehicles?

itself through excellent service, valuable
content, innovative products, or whatever
your business does best.

Each element that is shown to the public
needs to look like it’s part of the same
establishment, with a look and feel that is
consistent.

Identify your unique selling point and find
a way to get noticed for it.

2

Stand out in the crowd

You’ve heard it before, but I’ll say it
again; your brand needs to stand out in a
sea of similar brands and in a world that is
bombarded with marketing at every turn.
This doesn’t mean that your logo design
has to be bolder or more eye-catching
than that of other businesses – that is
a bonus – but it should differentiate
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3

Engage with your audience

Find your company voice and the
tone with which you want to address your
customers, employees, partners or even
competitors. Whatever you say, write
or record should have the same tone
of voice and way of communicating to
whoever reads or hears your messaging.
It’s important for your brand to have a
personality, be it professional and serious,
or fun and quirky. This also helps to

dictate the experiences that a customer
has with your brand, whether it’s in
response to a good or bad situation.

4

Let your values guide your
culture

This may seem similar to your tone and
personality, but your company values are
the underlying factors that determine
how you, and more importantly, how
your employees behave and deal with
customers. Make sure that these values
are top of mind and lived every day by
having them visible in your work space. For
example, at Yellow Door we have posters
showing each of our values up on the wall
in our office.
A holistic corporate identity will include
the culture of your team and how you
interact with each other on a daily basis.
If these values are consistently rolled out
to all aspects of customer interaction,
then a company will gain credibility in

the marketplace, and ultimately, a loyal
customer base.

5

Deliver on your promised
experience

Sometimes it’s important to conduct a
brand audit to find out how the world
perceives your brand and what your
reputation is like in the marketplace. If
you don’t like what you see, then it’s time
to take it back to basics and relook your
corporate identity from top to bottom. It’s
also important to fulfil the requirements
and aspirations of your target audience in
order to keep relevant in their eyes.
So, if your corporate identity hasn’t
changed in over 20 years, but your
audience has, then it’s possibly a good
idea to relook how your brand is received,
and update it if necessary.
You may think that your small business
doesn’t need a big corporate identity,
but it’s important to get this right at the

beginning so that the foundations are
there for when your business grows.
A true corporate identity is built over
time, with constant attention paid to
every element of the brand and how it is
perceived.
It’s also critical that the entire team
is on the same page in terms of culture
and communication, to ensure that there
is a consistent brand message and tone.
Companies who have this figured out
are the ones that are well known and
successful in today’s day and age.

Problem solver and people manager,
Dominique Sandwith is the co-founder
of Yellow Door Collective, a Cape Town
based full-service digital marketing
agency offering strategy, content
creation, website design and graphic
design.
Visit: www.yellowdoorcollective.com.
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5 Ways to deal with
toxic clients

Put some structures in place to
keep the relationship professional...
We have all experienced toxic clients.
They’re the highly demanding clients who
are never wrong, who want much more
than what they’re paying for and who
expect you to take the blame for their
mistakes. While we’re not advocating
that going the extra mile is not a good
thing, it should not be at the expense of
your sanity or the company’s bottom line.
Dealing with toxic clients is exhausting,
stressful and unrewarding. There are,
however, some measures you can put in
place to deal with them more effectively:

Set boundaries

Boundaries need to be established with
all clients upfront. Formalise who is
responsible for which tasks in the early
stages of a new relationship with a client,
so that everyone knows exactly what
they are accountable for. In this way,
there can be no debate about roles or
who has dropped the ball. Going forward,
each side needs to be held accountable
for their part of the partnership.

Ivy Gura and Chipo Mashava

Toxic clients are quick to blame their
service providers when the wheels fall
off. Clearly defined roles, confirmed in
writing, can serve as a reminder of where
the various responsibilities lie. If the
relationship with your client changes over
time and various roles evolve, this too
needs to be agreed on, documented and
communicated.

Assign a strong team

Toxic clients need to be handled with a
combination of friendliness, firmness and
confidence. The team handling difficult
clients must be made of up strong
members, who are confident and clear on
what needs to be done.
Team members who are unassuming or
too easy-going can allow themselves to
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be abused and tend to accept blame, even when it’s not their
fault. This makes the situation worse, with the relationship
becoming highly abusive over time.
The team also needs to know they have the support of the
people they report to should the situation become overlyheated.

Breathe and keep calm

New mothers are often warned to take a step back when they
become frustrated with their little ones. This is to prevent
lashing out or any other behaviour they may regret later on.
It’s the same with toxic clients. Many of them have no scruples
when it comes to sending nasty emails, making derisive
comments or generally behaving badly. Like the new mother,
it is important that you remain calm in frustrating and difficult
situations.
Before sending out an equally noxious missile back to your
client, rather walk away from the situation, catch your breath
and calm down. Remind yourself that this is not your approach
to life and work. Take the higher ground.

Learn to say “no”

When you’re asked to do something that does not form part
of the original agreement, you either need to say ‘no’ or let the
client know what the cost implications will be if you take on
the additional work. In other words, always know why you are
saying ‘no’ and clarify what you are there to do. This means
having a thorough understanding of the contract and making
sure there are no grey areas.
In some instances, knowing when to say ‘no’ can be tricky.
On the one hand, going the extra mile – within reason – may
engender goodwill with the client and ensure future business
dealings. In the case of toxic clients, however, agreeing to do
something that does not form part of the agreement will open
the door to future abuses.

Do not let the client’s disorganisation filter
through to you

It is important to maintain a high standard of work, despite
feeling frustrated by the client’s unreasonable demands or
badly organised work processes. Don’t blame the client’s poor
filing or other inadequacies if you get behind in something.
In this respect, keep processes as structured as possible and
communication as professional as you can. This will go a long
way to ensuring your side of the bargain is met and good
relations are maintained with the client.

Ivy Gura and Chipo Mashava are Audit Seniors at BDO Pretoria. BDO is a group of accounting
firms operating throughout Southern Africa, offering accounting, auditing, secretarial, tax,
financial services and risk management. www.bdo.co.za

HUMAN RESOURCES

Setting up
your HR system
How you recruit and manage your employees
directly affects the success of your business.
Do you know exactly what the Human Resources
function covers?
As your business expands, an effective
system for managing the people in your
business becomes more critical. First off,
it’s important for business owners to have
an overall understanding of what HR is
all about, and the strategic elements that
need to be devised and structured. This
department in a business is generally
associated with attracting, compensating,
developing, and retaining the right staff,
at the right time, to meet a company’s
objectives. Some of the typical processes
include:

▪ Strategic Human Resources
management

This involves aligning the human resources
objectives with the vision and long-term
strategy of the business. For instance, if
your business’s long-term strategy is to
expand nationally, you would need to
plan and implement Human Resources
activities to support this. For example,
considering how you will recruit and train
your staff nationally.

▪ Legal compliance

Labour legislation outlines your duties and
obligations as an employer and is aimed
at protecting the rights of employees. It
is important that you understand your
responsibilities as an employer, in order
to stay on the right side of relevant labour
laws.

Terine Lott-Cupido

▪ Human Resources policies
and procedures

HR policies describe how the company
handles certain HR processes, and
procedures detail the steps that are to be
followed in each case. For example, an
HR policy surrounding consuming illegal
substances on business premises would

outline its prohibition; with the procedure
including a consequence such as a
suspension.

▪ Workforce planning

Workforce planning involves forecasting
the number of staff and the capacity
(knowledge and skills) needed to meet
your customer requirements.

▪ Attracting the right staff

Recruitment is a vital process as the
people you have on board determine
the business’s outputs. Invest time in
understanding the various recruitment
techniques which will help you find and
attract staff members who will have the
right skills and experience, and also fit into
your organisational culture.

▪ Compensation and benefits

Employees are paid for the services
they provide and this remuneration
is determined by the skills, years of
experience, qualifications, level of decision
making, complexity of the job and other
factors (for example if the skill they offer
is scarce). Benchmarking salaries will help
businesses with workforce planning and
developing retention strategies. Employee
benefits differ from company to company.
They could include medical aid, pension,
housing allowance, travel allowance, etc.

▪ Training and development

Training is a fundamental process in any
business. A business requires certain
skills and competencies, in order to
function both efficiently and effectively.
A skills audit can assist you in assessing
the actual skill level of your staff
versus the required standard. The

skills gaps should then be addressed,
with appropriate training. Learning
interventions could take place through
on-the-job training, accredited short
courses, workshops, seminars, and
tertiary level training, but to name a
few. Once training has taken place, it’s
important to make sure that the skills and
knowledge gained is transferred back
into the workplace; so be sure to assign
activities linked to completed training to
the employees involved.

▪ Performance management

Each position within an organisation has
set deliverables that are to be achieved.
Performance management is a process,
where the manager or supervisor ensures
that the employee’s daily activities
are aligned to the departmental and
company objectives. This involves
setting, communicating and monitoring
the performance targets expected
of an individual in each position. A
performance appraisal is a feedback
session with an employee regarding
his or her performance against the
expected standard. Areas of excellence
can be highlighted to an employee and
appropriate recognition given. Where
Continued on page 66
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*See p13 and IBC for more opportunities

12 essential EXIT
INTERVIEW

questions

Although they won’t want to burn any bridges, outgoing
employees are likely to be willing to have an honest
conversation about your strengths and weaknesses as an
employer. This can be used as an opportunity to act on
information gained, for example by updating job descriptions,
discussing feedback regarding management, or making
changes to the work environment/culture.
Ask these questions to your exiting staff members:

1. What circumstances prompted you to start looking for
another job?

2. Under what circumstances, if any, would you consider
returning to the company?

3. Do you think management adequately recognised

employee contributions? If not, how do you think recognition
could be improved?

4. Were there any company policies you found difficult to
understand? How can the firm make them clearer?

5. Do you feel your job description changed since you were
hired, and if so, in what ways?

6. Did you feel you had the tools, resources and working

conditions to be successful in your role? If not, which areas
could be improved and how?

7. Do you feel you had the necessary training to be successful
in your role? If not, how could it have been better?

8. What was the best part of your job here?
9. What can the organisation improve on?
10. Do you have any suggestions for improving employee
morale?

11. Do you have any concerns about the company you’d like
to share?

12. Is there anything else you’d like to add?
These questions can also be used as a guideline to check in
with staff on a regular basis; ultimately you want employees
to raise concerns as and when they crop up, not after they’ve
decided to move on.
(Source: www.humanresourcesonline.net)
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Continued from page 64

areas of improvement exist, support can be offered,
for example; in the form of training. Application of
completed training should be a discussion point during
a performance appraisal.

▪ Employee relations management

This includes the management of the individual or
group or team relationships within the workplace,
through various employee engagement and
communication activities. It could be through daily
interaction with staff, holding weekly team discussions
and quarterly organisational briefing sessions, for
example. The aim is to promote and build a climate of
trust and conflict resolution.

▪ Organisational change management

Continuous improvement is needed in all organisations.
Managing the change process effectively can help your
employees better transition from the old way to the
new or improved way.

▪ Employee wellness

Employee wellness programmes promote the holistic
wellness of an employee and work/life balance.
Holistic wellness comprises of a variety of components
and could involve physical, mental, financial, career,
spiritual, and social well-being. The benefits of
employee wellness programmes are well researched.
For example, improved employee health behaviours
could reduce sick absenteeism levels, which could in
turn improve the company’s productivity levels.

▪ Human Resources administration

The human resources administration function involves
creating, maintaining and securely storing employee
related documentation. This could include but is not
limited to for example, employee personal details,
employment contracts, job descriptions, leave records,
training certificates, training registers and disciplinary
records. Certain employee records are required by law.
This should be explored by each business.

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY

▪ Separation

At some point, an employee will leave your business. The
separation process is managed within the Human Resources
function. It involves ensuring that the exit processes are
finalised and that the related exit documents are completed,
signed off and issued to the employee. For example;
conducting an exit interview and completing a certificate of
service for your employee.
This provides a snapshot of an extensive and complex
function. While you may not need or be able to set up a full
HR system in the early days of your business, you should
certainly map out a path that heads towards well-detailed and
strategic processes.

Terine Lott-Cupido is the Managing Director at EmpowerLink Services,
a Human Resources consulting company, focused on providing HR
solutions to small business. For more information visit
www.empowerlinkservices.co.za.

Advertorial

Icon Vending
With more than 20 years’ experience
in the industry, Icon Vending offers a
wide range of vending machines to aspiring entrepreneurs
who can see the value in investing in a machine that works
24/7; essentially generating passive income. Icon Vending
specialises in snack and beverage machines with different
models to suit your specific needs.
As part of their extended service, Icon Vending are also
well-known for their supply of the finest high-tech display
coolers. Vending solutions include on-site placements, being
fully operated & managed by Icon Vending at no cost to
company. All customer complaints and queries are directed
to their dedicated call line clearly displayed on the vendor.
Any money lost to a customer/employee due to machine
malfunction is directly refunded by competent vending
machine merchandisers. Merchandisers stock these vendors
on a regular basis in correlation to sales. All vendors installed
are either new or completely refurbished.
For more information, contact Wehan or Pieter for sales or to
find out if your business qualifies for a 24/7 snack shop.
Wehan: Call 064 900 2184 or email: wehan@iconvending.co.za
Pieter: Call 082 495 2858 or email pieter@iconvending.co.za
Visit: www.iconvending.co.za
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DISASTER RECOVERY 101
Imagine this: After a wonderful weekend you get
to the office to find your server room knee deep in
water. You ask around and find out that one of the
water pipes burst and flooded the entire block. Then
it hits you that you have no way of getting the entire
network up and running anytime soon; the company
will lose a considerable amount of revenue and maybe
even a considerable number of clients. Then you think
about that sales person that came telling you about
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS), if only you had
listened...
We’ve all experienced major system or
network failures at our businesses. The
recent WanaCry malware attack infected
a number of big corporations, which were
not equipped to deal with a disaster of
this magnitude. These companies lost
valuable data. Imagine the money that
could have been saved if they had a
replica of their entire system and network
stored in the Cloud... Imagine if they
could have just pushed a button to get
their entire system and network up and
running again? This is the magic of a
disaster recovery system.

solutions on the market that allow for
rapid failover without all the hardware
and complexities. Having a data backup
and recovery plan is important to the
overall success of your business. Without
one, your business can suffer from
permanent data loss, massive downtime,
and unnecessary expenses.

A PLAN IN PLACE

20% of businesses experience a failure
(fire, flood, power outage, natural disaster,
etc.) in any given year, and 80% of those
businesses will go under in just over a
year.

Trust Gumise

Disaster recovery (DR) involves a set of
policies, tools and procedures to enable
the recovery or continuation of vital
technology infrastructure and systems
following a natural or human-induced
disaster. Disaster recovery focuses on
the IT or technology systems supporting
critical business functions. With DR
you are guaranteed that if any disaster
happens you have minimal downtime
and can get back to work in the shortest
possible time.
Many businesses have not yet grasped
the importance of DR, partly because
it is a topic that has been shunned as
too complex and pricey to be adapted
by even the smallest SME. DR does not
have to cost a fortune. There are so many
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Here are ten reasons it’s more important
than ever to have a data backup and
recovery plan for your SME:

1. Because you can’t afford downtime.

2. Because your customers and
prospects expect it.

In an always-on business environment,
your customers expect to have access
24/7. Downtime means a lack of
availability to your customers and a loss
of business in the immediate and possibly
long term.

3. Because you spend significant time

brand reputation and diminished trust
can result in lost revenue. Despite this
risk, only 35% of small- and medium-sized
enterprises have a DR plan in place.

4. Because Mother Nature does not
play favourites.

Natural disasters have cost the global
economy $2.5-trillion since 2000. You
shouldn’t leave your businesses’s wellbeing up to chance.

and money building your brand – you
need to protect it.

5. Because machines break.

Downtime and lost data can ruin your

You can buy the best equipment on the

Downtime and lost
data can ruin your
brand reputation and
diminished trust can
result in lost revenue.

data might be lost and the value it
had for your company’s well-being.
43% of companies were immediately
put out of business by a “major loss”
of computer records, and another
51% permanently closed their doors
within two years — leaving a mere 6%
“survival” rate.

9. Because it will save you money.
Are you running duplicate sites, multiple
servers and so forth, all to ensure if
something happens to one, you have
another? Consider the cost savings of
implementing virtual machines that
can recover data in case of disaster.
Before virtualisation, disaster recovery
would have cost at least three times
as much because an organisation
needed to have multiple data centres,
specialised software and large network
connections.

10. Because we’re all human and we
market but that does not safe guard you
from malfunctions, lemons and breaks.
Most IT professionals acknowledge that
they have experienced a hardware failure of
some sort.

network, you leave the door wide open for
your competitors.

6. Because we live in an always-

The majority of these businesses include
but are not limited to financial services
organisations that are currently under
pressure from the Financial Services
Board and auditors to ensure that they
comply with the corporate governance
legislation in this respect.

on world that requires always-on
capabilities.
72% of web users report abandoning a
company website for a competitor’s due to
frustrations with the site. When a website
goes down, online shoppers are not willing
to wait for it to come back online again.
If you aren’t protecting your internet and

7. Because compliance and regulations
require it.

8. Because you can’t predict what

make mistakes.

80% of unplanned outages are due
to ill-planned changes made by
administrators; and 60% of availability
and performance errors are the result of
misconfiguration.

Trust Gumise is the CEO & Founder
of infinIT Technology Solutions, an
IT company that helps small business
achieve more using IT-based tools
and products. Email Trust on
trust@infinittech.co.za, call
010 534 6469 or visit www.
infinittech.co.za for more info.
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Smart tech solutions
to boost SUSTAINABILIBTY

In the face of rapid climate change, overpopulation challenges, urbanisation and
the fierce pace of human development, achieving corporate sustainability has
become a matter of survival; and technology is providing many answers...
To clarify, Wikipedia defines corporate
sustainability as “an approach that
creates long-term stakeholder value by
implementing a business strategy that
considers every dimension of how a
business operates in the ethical, social,
environmental, cultural, and economic
spheres.”
Arguably, technology has become a
chief enabler for establishing sustainable
business practices – and its role and
importance will only increase in the next
few years. Today, there are several key
trends that will undoubtedly shape the
way that businesses, governments and
even individuals operate on a daily basis.

Deeper insights with
big data analytics

Colin Thornton

According to various reports, 90% of the
data in the world has been created in
the last two years, and it is projected to
increase by 40% annually. Today, a large
share of this information is “data exhaust”,
or passively collected data derived from
daily interactions with digital products
and services such as mobile phones,
credit cards, smart devices and social
media platforms. Increasingly, this data is
the lifeblood of decision-making and the
basis for accountability for institutions
of every nature. Already, in the private
sector, big data analytics is a major
feature of operations – with personalised
services and predictive analysis being
leveraged for marketing, advertising and
daily operational management.
Encouragingly, we are already seeing
various organisations harnessing the
data revolution to implement sustainable
business and trade practices. For
example, Global Forest Watch, created by
the World Resources Institute, leverages
satellite technology, crowdsourcing and
analytics to provide interactive tools for
users to identify deforestation and the
destruction of natural habitats. This data

is packaged in various formats including
ratings and interactive maps.
Last year, the International Trade Centre
(ITC) unveiled its Sustainability Map, an
online gateway connecting businesses
and producers that will “help pave the
way towards more sustainable trade.”
According to the ITC, the Sustainability
Map offers users access to information
related to sustainability initiatives
and standards, allowing businesses to
deploy better sustainability practices
in international trade. In addition, the
tool enables users to gain a deeper
understanding of the sustainability
standards that are pertinent to their
export markets.
For all the many benefits of the data
revolution, however, there is a shadow
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element in the form of data breaches/
leaks, cyber fraud, espionage and more.
The recent scandal involving Facebook
and the political data firm Cambridge
Analytica – with Facebook disclosing that
87 million users’ data could have been
compromised – is a good example of how
data can be mismanaged at great cost.

Boosting productivity and
efficiency with AI
Artificial Intelligence technology (AI)
has been operating on the fringes of
business and consumer life for many
years – but this has now changed. Today,
AI is a central feature of business, and
can arguably become a major force
for sustainable and efficient business
practices. Robots, for example, can power
more efficient and smarter production
lines.

By placing sensors at every point on production lines, and
connecting them to advanced data analytics, there is an
opportunity to calibrate robots and to reach new levels of
industrial and agricultural productivity. The artificial intelligence
company IP Soft, for one, is pioneering innovative applications
of AI during production to reduce food waste – such as the use
of farming micro-robots that learn to pick only perfectly-ripe
produce, leaving everything else to grow.
Unsurprisingly, the use of AI and robotics is predicted to grow
exponentially across industries and sectors. Globally, robot
imports rose from around 100 000 in 2000 to around 250 000
in 2015, and the International Data Corporation (IDC) expects
robotics spending to reach a startling $230.7-billion in 2021.
Although there are many fears around robots stealing human
jobs, some reports have found that AI may actually create more
jobs than it’s expected to eliminate. Research firm Gartner has
stated that by 2020, AI will generate 2.3 million jobs, exceeding
the estimated 1.8 million that it will wipe out.

Blockchain driving green solutions
While much of the hype around blockchain technology has been
about crypto currencies, blockchain is already being identified
as a potential tool to drive sustainability and green business
practices. Investopedia defines blockchain as a “digitised,
decentralised, public ledger of all cryptocurrency transactions.
Constantly growing as ‘completed’ blocks (the most recent
transactions) are recorded and added to it in chronological order,
it allows market participants to keep track of digital currency
transactions without central recordkeeping.”
Already, new blockchain solutions are making clean,
decentralised energy much more accessible, affordable and
easier to adopt. For example, the technology can enable
neighbours to trade clean energy with each other, without
needing to go through a utility provider. Some experts now say
that it can be harnessed to establish systems that encourage
people and businesses to conserve energy. Indeed, there are
already benefits for eco-conscious individuals and their (digital)
wallets, with new blockchain systems that reward those who
take action against climate change.
One interesting example is a platform called Sun Exchange,
which uses blockchain to power a global marketplace whereby
members earn bitcoin for bringing solar energy to the developing
world. Using their platform, almost anyone with $10 and an
internet connection can buy fractions of solar panels called
“cells” and rent them out to be installed on the empty roofs of
schools, hospitals, communities and businesses in developing
countries.
For business leaders, managers, public sector decision makers
and individuals, technology is now opening up countless
opportunities to live, trade and profit from a more sustainable
approach – and this can only be a good thing.

Colin Thornton is Managing Director of Turrito Networks and Dial
a Nerd. The companies merged in 2015 to create an end-to-end IT
and communication solution for SMEs. From supplying a laptop right
through to designing and delivering a fibre connected geo-redundant
hybrid-cloud solution. Visit: www.dialanerd.co.za or www.turrito.com
for more.

L AST WORD

Entrepreneurial genius required
Saving South Africa’s water and other wicked problems...
Cape Town and other metros have been
staring down looming water crises.
While the recent rains down south mean
the emergency has been averted for
now, this disaster has been creeping up
on our whole country for years and we
are by no means out the woods. Experts
say that “water shedding” is only a few
years away; and if you think the Eskom
load shedding proved to be a disruption
to our economy, that will seem
insignificant compared to the impact of
the water running out.
While small bands of environmentallyconscious individuals have been working
tirelessly on this issue for decades, it
seems to me that they can’t be left to
solve the problem – or other similar
ones – alone. They need the talent and
resources of the business sector to rally
round and help them solve these issues
at a level that will make a real impact on
our overall sustainability. We need to
find business solutions to environmental
challenges.
An example of this is a battle that
Environmental Affairs has been fighting
for over 20 years to protect our precious
water resources – the battle against the
invasion of alien plants. It may seem like
a small matter, but records show that
they currently take up between 3% to
6% of South Africa’s useable water – in
a water-scarce country that’s water we
cannot afford to lose. Despite spending
R2-billion a year on invasive-clearing
activities, research indicates that about
R12-billion a year needs to be spent. It
is clear that new approaches need to be
found.

Jules Newton

Enter, the entrepreneurial
hero(ines)

One solution to this problem of the
spreading aliens sucking up our water
would be to build a strong commercial
demand for alien invasive plant biomass.
Commercial demand for invasive
biomass in the form of Gum, Wattle and
Poplar tree – based products could really
turn around the advance of the invaders
and inject more money into the activity
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of sustainably clearing these trees.
There are many opportunities for
innovation within existing corporate
supply chains to switch in invasive
biomass as the raw material.
Entrepreneurs and their corporate
clients just need to apply their minds a
bit to it. Pallets could easily be made of
wattle, gum or invasive pine. Cardboard
packaging material comes from wood
pulp: an easy insert. Charcoal and
firewood made from black wattle would
be much more sustainable if sourced
from water-saving contexts. Agricultural
products like bio-char, cattle feed and
mulch are being developed as we speak.
Corporate furniture could be made from
wood composites containing invasive
biomass. In the catering industry, there
is nobody in South Africa manufacturing
bio-degradable alternatives to these
plastic and polystyrene food packaging.
The appetite to switch behaviour to
sustainable products is there, but the
price sensitivity is a key issue.
By having small, mid-sized and big
business rally together, this is just one

area in which there exists a perfect
opportunity to contribute to water
security and economic and social
transformation in our country through
great innovation and great partnerships.
In this era of resource scarcity, we’re
calling on you, our entrepreneurs, to
invent business solutions to solve the
problems that we see around and ahead
of us. It may be the only opportunity we
have to be sustainable.
Jules Newton is a businesswoman,
entrepreneur and proud South African. She
founded learning and development company,
Avocado Vision, in 1996. Her passion and
expertise lies in people development,
interaction and communication, particularly
in training blue-collar workers.
Visit: www.avovision.co.za.

*See p13 & 55 for more opportunities

